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WOMEN'S GROUPS AND THE EXTENSION OF CITY SERVICES
IN EARLY TWENTIETH-CENTURY DALLAS
by Patricia Evridge Hill
In 1904, Sarah P. Decker told women at a national assembly of the
General Federation of Women~sClubs, "Dante is dead. He has been dead
for several centuries, and I think it is time that we dropped the study of
his In ferno and turned our attention to our own." 1 Dallas women heard
Mrs. Decker's message. Club women appropriated speaking and organiza-
tional skills learned in benevolent societies, literary clubs, and choral
groups and challenged the vision of largely unrestricted growth that guided
members of the early city's business elite. At the same time, Dallas club
women stretched convention by manipulating the middle-class woman's
traditional role as homemaker and "lady." Although few local women
challenged the notion of instinctive female traits, they used traditional
beliefs about women's talents and interests to address family issues and
aspects of the urban environment associated with juvenile delinquency,
poverty, and illiteracy. Through their advocacy of expanded social services
and major municipal public health and sanitation programs, federated
women's clubs became efficient reform vehicles in the early years of the
twentieth century.
The "projects" sponsored by middle-class club women mirrored those
of federated women's clubs in older urban areas and, although altruistic,
were intended to hasten Dallas' maturation from frontier town to city.
Early clubs, such as the Chautauqua Literary and Scientific Circle, were
local responses to well-known eastern organizations. Dallas women con-
tinued to depend on national organizations headquartered in older
American cities to provide an ideological basis and goals for local club
projects even after they turned their attention from the intellectual im-
provement of club members to major reform efforts. 2 Club women con-
sidered problems such as crime, juvenile delinquency, and illiteracy the
social costs of urban growth. They envisioned programs established by
women's clubs and expanded city services as remedies for social problems
associated with urban capitalism. Women's club leaders viewed their
accomplishments as concrete signs of the city's urbanity. Since their vision
of growth was based on the local implementation of programs originated
elsewhere, club women valued efficient organizing and the ability to con-
duct effective publicity campaigns above creativity. In the process, club
members made Dallas residents more aware of the uneven nature of urban
growth, proposed solutions to social and civic problems, and gained
unprecedented respect and influence while expanding public roles for
women. 3
Organized women's groups appeared in Dallas as early as 1870, when
the southern branch of the Presbyterian Church established a Ladies' Aid
Patricia Evridge Hm;s Assistant Professor of History at Lander College in South Carolina.
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Society to institutionalize the nursing and undertaking services that women
of all denominations provided on the frontier. The Ladies Hebrew
Benevolent Association and the Methodist Woman's Missionary Society
formed within the next five years for similar purposes. 4
Women's literary clubs in Dallas date from the founding of the
Shakespeare Club in 1866. Shortly after the turn of the century. the women
who guided Dallas' early women's clubs articulated an urban vision much
like that adopted by middle-class, Progressive Era reformers who sup-
ported Elmer Scott's Civic Federation after 1917. Both groups sought to
reduce crime, juvenile delinquency. transcience, and other social problems
through environmental change and shared the belief that environmental
change could be effected through education, the elimination of poverty.
and increased cultural awareness. In spite of later similarities, the agenda
of Dallas' women's clubs was firmly in place a decade before the founding
of the Civic Federation. Women's clubs focused their attention and subse-
quently that of Dallas residents on urban safety, sanitation, and health,
while Progressives affiliated with the Civic Federation emphasized adult
education and social work. Women's clubs were also interested in educa-
tion but concentrated their efforts on that of children rather than adults.
Since both groups articulated reform visions, membership overlapped
significantly after 1917. Many women, including Mrs. Wendell (Stella
White) Spence, Mrs. Henry (May Dickson) Exall, and Mrs. Victor Hex-
ter, who worked in the local suffrage movement and joined the clubs in
the decades immediately before and after 1900, later supported the reform
programs of the municipal welfare department and contributed to the Civic
Federation. 5
National calls for women's clubs to take more initiative in reform
efforts galvanized the opinions of local women. Women's groups, such
as the Shakespeare Club, the Standard Club, the Chautauqua Literary
and Scientific Circle, the Mathian Club, and the Schubert Choral Club,
were vital components in the education of women in early Dallas. 6 Kathleen
McCarthy describes the club as a "college" for the mature woman. In
Dallas before 1915 (the year Southern Methodist University opened), clubs
were often the only post-secondary education even the most capable
daughters of prominent families could secure. As leading members began
to steer club activity away from exclusively cultural pursuits and toward
reform efforts, the familiar structure of the clubs gave women "the self-
assurance they needed to move beyond the narrow limits of the home,
... encouraging them to pool their resources to found and fund new
institutions. "7
As early as 1898, Mrs. Henry (May Dickson) Exall and Mrs. William
A. ("Pauline Periwinkle") Callaway united members of the city's five
literary clubs to form the Dallas Federation of Women's Clubs. Reflec-
ting its origin among literary club members. the City Federation chose
the acquisition of a public library as its first project. Dallas women raised
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$12,000 by subscription from over 1,000 donors. Andrew Carnegie of-
fered $50,000 for a library building on the condition that the city agree
to provide a site and at least $5,000 yearly for maintenance. The first Dallas
Public Library opened on Harwood Street in 1901. 8
In Dallas as in other American cities, the "excesses of the Gilded Age
brought the very notion of noblesse oblige, and the elitism it embodied,
into Question."9 Emboldened by the success of the library campaign,
leaders of Dallas' women's clubs reassessed their goals for society and
determined to take a more active role in shaping the city. Barely two years
after Mrs. Decker's national call to action, Dallas' Pauline Callaway wrote,
"Men have shut one eye and squinted so hard at commercial interest with
the other, they see little else." 1 0 She urged women to get involved in the
suffrage movement and to fight for the extension of municipal services.
Born Isadore Sutherland in Michigan, Pauline Callaway wrote for
the Dallas Morning News between 1893 and 1916 under the name "Pauline
Periwinkle." In her capacity as the paper's first "woman's" editor, she
coordinated news of club projects and publicized the reform efforts of
her contemporaries. Callaway, who organized the first Woman's Suffrage
Club in Texas in 1894, sprinkled even the most innocuous columns with
arguments in favor of suffrage and expanded roles for women. Her ef-
forts were instrumental in facilitating the transition of local women from
exclusively home-centered roles into public extensions of woman's tradi-
tional sphere. Commenting on the gradual acceptance of local suffrage
leaders, Callaway claimed in 1897, "the rabid~ unreasoning prejudice
against the woman's movement has almost disappeared."ll Noted child-
welfare expert, Dr. Henry S. Curtis, called Callaway one of four outstand-
ing women of her era (along with Dr. Anna Howard Shaw, Jane Addams,
and Carrie Chapman Catt). Throughout her career in Dallas, Callaway
maintained close contacts with national feminist leaders and in 1908
brought Dr. Shaw to the city to speak to a district meeting of federated
women's clubs. '2
In addition to her work as a journalist, Pauline Callaway was active
in the Dallas Federation of Women's Clubs - serving as the organiza-
tion's seventh president. With Mrs. Joseph E. Cockrell, she served on the
Dallas City Plan and Improvement League, the group that brought George
Kessler to Dallas. Both women worked for the implementation of Kessler's
park proposals and were instrumental in securing support among business
leaders for the greenbelt along Turtle Creek in North Dallas and Kessler
Park in Oak Cliff. Pauline Callaway also organized a free kindergarten
movement. She died in 1916. 13
Dallas club women were successful city builders. Many new city ser-
vices, including the employment of Dallas' first probation officer and a
playground supervisor, began as privately sponsored projects of women's
clubs. A program's success usually led to quick incorporation by the city
- often obscuring its origins with club women. It is significant that many
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services now considered essential components of municipal government
were proposed by women's organizations. The extension of city services,
to which many Dallas women were committed, was at times a painful pro-
cess. Club members' goals and priorities often placed them in direct
opposition to local business leaders and merchants, and at times to their
own husbands.
Dallas women pushed aggressively for reform because they shared
a modified version of the middle-class vision of urban growth articulated
by local business leaders. Like their fathers, husbands, and brothers, Dallas
club women dreamed of building a great city. They combined genuine con-
cern for the city's less fortunate residents with ambitions of urban
grandeur. Reform programs, new city services, and local affiliates of na-
tional organizations reassured middle-class residents that Dallas was indeed
a "civilized" place and not simply an overgrown frontier town. Local im-
plementation of reform projects initiated in New York, Boston,
Philadelphia, and Chicago gave comfort in much the same way as did
traditional architectural forms.
Social reform began early in Dallas. In 1903, Dallas women led a cam-
paign to establish juvenile courts and "a home for juvenile offenders -
not a reform school." I. The Chicago Women's Club had been the force
behind the nation's first juvenile courts in 1899. 15 Dallas club women
shared Chicago Judge Julian Mack~s and Denver Judge Ben Lindsey's con-
viction that economic misery explained juvenile delinquency. The Federa-
tion of Women's Clubs proposed courts based on Lindsey's Denver model
that "avoided the concept of punishment and set up a system to bring
child offenders into an environment of good care and educational oppor-
tunities. "16 In addition, Dallas women concerned about the rough treat-
ment and crude conditions facing female prisoners and children at the local
jail successfully persuaded authorities to hire a police matron in 1904. 11
Karen Blair calls woments rights issues such as jail matrons, scholarships,
and coeducation among the primary interests of federated women's clubs
in eastern cities at the turn of the century.18
When civil leaders refused to extend city services or act on proposals
presented by the Dallas Federation of Women's Clubs, members often
sponsored programs themselves. Middle-class club women believed that
Dallas should display the same types of public services as the established
American cities they chose as models. This determination led to the Federa-
tion's assumption of office rent and a first yearts salary for W.G. Leeman.
Dallas' first probation officer. In 1909, after a public campaign in which
club women were ridiculed for advocating municipal playgrounds, the
Federation used its own resources to support the city's first playground
supervisor and two assistants. After two years of successful operation and
the work of propagandist Charles Martin to help offset initial condemna-
tion of the project, the city assumed responsibility for playground
maintenance and paid the salaries of playground personnel. The Dallas
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Federation of Women's Clubs' efforts to ensure citizen safety during the
first two decades of this century led to the city's enactment of a pure-
food ordinance and the establishment of a Board of Health and a Fire
Prevention Committee. I Q
In 1908, the year of the Trinity River's record flooding and the ensuing
epidemics of malaria and typhoid fever, the Federation of Women's Clubs
initiated a pure-water movement. Two years later. an acute shortage led
to the city·s impounding the waters of White Rock Creek to provide Dallas.
still dependent on the Trinity River, with a reserve water supply. Dallas
residents had suffered polluted water for decades. During the 1890s, the
Turtle Creek Pumping Station switched from the Trinity's West Fork to
the Elm Fork because the city water supply already was contaminated.
Dallas' early leaders encouraged manufacturers of leather goods, mills
processing buffalo hides, and manufacturers of cotton ginning equipment
to locate along the often sluggish river. 20 Early twentieth-century women's
groups demanded water purification but found specific plans stalled by
city officials who "were inclined to treat the matter of filtration lightly."
In 1908, most local businessmen thought purification would not be
necessary after the completion of the White Rock reservoir (still six years
away) and refused to support clean water proposals. 21 In a study of cities
throughout the South, David Goldfield concludes, water contamination
was not uncommon and claims city officials regularly "eschewed in-
vestments in sanitary systems" even after major epidemics. 22
Dallas women refused to wait for the reservoir to be completed and
stepped up demands for chemical purification the year after the shortage.
Members of the Federation of Women's Clubs spoke in neighborhoods
and schools. and Pauline Callaway used her column in the Dallas Morning
News as a forum for the clean water campaign. Pure water advocates
paired arguments that all citizens, regardless of income, were intitled to
clean water with warnings that repeated epidemics would give the city a
reputation for being unhealthy and retard growth. Despite business leaders'
reluctance to undertake municipal projects that would increase tax rates,
city government responded to public pressure and, in 1911, chlorination
of city water began. 23
The reform efforts and initiative taken by women's clubs to extend
city services and create a more humane urban environment drew the at-
tention of Dallas moderates. After World War I, men impressed with the
time local women devoted to social services and the war effort, worried
that time spent on the Victory Loan Campaign might interfere with passage
of the suffrage amendment. One Dallas man called for an organization
of men to assist "in carrying this amendment for them'" He estimated
1,400 Dallas women had participated in local war efforts and claimed that
area men should come out in support of suffrage to "demonstrate their
appreciation of the patriotic work women have been and are doing. "24
Dallas trade unionists, partners in the city's first two progressive coalitions
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in the decades between 1880 and World War I. also supported the suffrage
amendment - their newspaper declaring A.F. and L. men "uncompromis-
ingly committed" to voting rights for women. 25
A large majority of Dallas voters supported the Nineteenth Amend-
ment. Almost immediately, Dallas women ran for seats on the Board of
Education and gained political representation at the state level. In April
1920, Lenore P. Hall won her bid for one of six seats on the school board.
She became the first woman to serve the city in an elected capacity since
1908, when voters had elected Mrs. E.P. Turner, a reformer later active
in the Civic Federation, and Mrs. P.P. Tucker, to the Board of Educa-
tion. Mrs. Hall was reelected to a seven-member board in 1922 and again
in 1924 with Mrs. H.L. Peoples. Dallas women maintained a presence on
the school board throughout the 19205 with the reelection of Mrs. Peoples
to a second term in 1927, along with newcomer Mrs. W.P. Zumwalt. At
the state level, Edith E. Wilmans served in the legislature between 1922
and 1924 as one of five representatives from Dallas County. 26
Some Dallas women received their political education through par-
ticipation in the Municipal Non-Partisan Political Association (MNPPA),
a group formed in J923 by farmers, union members, and socialists to elect
a mayor and city commissioners favorable to labor. 27 The MNPPA sent
questionnaires to local candidates, who were then interviewed and
evaluated. It also made recommendations among those candidates fun-
ning for seats in the legislature, and in races for county commissioner,
county judge. and school superintendent. From its inception, the Municipal
Non-Partisan Political Association included women and represented
diverse groups of progressive Dallas residents who sought an alternative
to hardline proponents of growth. zg Early officers included George Clif-
ton Edwards, a socialist attorney. and labor leaders August Shultz and
W.M. Reilly. A woman served as the group's first treasurer. The Dallas
Women's Voters League sent delegates to the MNPPA's weekly meetings
at the Labor Temple downtown. For many, a trip to the business district
for political purposes represented a bold new step. In early 1925, more
women became involved in the political process when the city's neighbor-
hood improvement leagues were invited to join the Association. Like the
Dallas Women's Voters League, neighborhood groups were allowed the
same representation as unions - five delegates for the first 250 members,
then one additional delegate per 100 members. Individual members had
only 1/50 of a vote, but were welcomed and given all other rights. The
progressive coalition of farmers, unionists, socialists, and women was
unable to elect its own candidates throughout the 1920s but ensured the
election of some of the more flexible and reform-minded candidates sup-
ported by business interests. The cooperation of the Municipal Non-
Partisan Political Association was also crucial to Progressive business
leaders' efforts to combat the electoral power of the Ku Klux Klan.
Dallas women gained a new measure of respect through their club
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work in the first two decades of the twentieth century. Their success in
extending city services relaxed traditional attitudes barring women from
participation in public life. Respect and tolerance were limited, however.
With the remarkable exception of State Representative Wilmans, Dallas
women were active in areas perceived as logical extensions of woman's tra-
ditional sphere (education, concern for juvenile delinquents, playgrounds,
etc.). The prominent role of women in urban movements was made more
palatable by the social character of many urban issues. Manuel Castells
calls women the "organizing agents of sociallife'l and, as such, the struggle
for alternatives or a better life may be construed to be part of the female
domain. According to Castells, issues remote from immediate structural
change often have engendered "a predisposition among men to accept
women's leading role ... and, more importantly, makes participation ap-
pealing for women in the defense or transformation of a world whose
meaning is closely connected to their daily lives." 2 9
Middle-class women in early Dallas, whether as club members or par-
ticipants in neighborhood groups and political associations, enjoyed a great
deal of influence and achieved high levels of success when their causes
could be rationalized as being of "natural" interest to women. Privately,
within their own families, and in public campaigns for increased city ser-
vices and improved urban safety, sanitation, and education, club women
moderated the pro-growth vision of Dallas business leaders. In their ef-
forts to implement a more humane urban vision - one that tempered
growth-oriented civic policies with concern for the quality of urban life
- Dallas women were paradoxically shielded from accusations of "un-
womanly" behavior by the same patriarchal mores that limited their
activity.
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MEMORIES OF WORLD WAR II
by Buck A. Young
11
What are your memories of the "big war, " the one that started fifty
years ago? Mine are full of such things as rationing and scrap drives, war
movies and newsreels, air raid drills and the draft board, and gold stars
on front windows.
World War II was looming on the horizon when I started public school
in September 1938. Actually, it had begun in 1931 when Japan l taking
advantage of the Great Depression, invaded Manchuria and was not
stopped. In 1935 Italy1s Benito Mussolini invaded Ethiopia in extremely
cold blood and the so-called "great powers" did nothing to stop him.
Then l early in 1936, Germany's Adolph Hitler, whose attempted coup of
Austria had failed, entered the Rhineland and was not stopped. Later in
1936 the Spanish Revolution began and both Hitler and Mussolini open-
ingly interceded to assure a fascist victory. In 1937 the Japanese attacked
China and were not stopped. In March 1938 Hitler swept into Austria,
and as summer ended, pushed into Czechoslovakia. This time Great Bri-
tain and France acted; they gave Hitler partial occupation in the false hope
that that was all he wanted. Six months later, he broke his promises made
at Munich and overran the rest of Czechoslovakia. Not to be outdone,
Mussolini invaded lowly Albania.
Since 1 was a young child, I paid little attention to such happenings
in far away places. The daily newspapers and the network radio broad-
casts were full of the war news from Europe and the Far East, and I do
remember the dismay in my parents' voices as they discussed the news
at night in our living room. At the Alamo "picture show," the Movie-
Tone and Pathe newsreels showed us the German1s goosestepping into
Prague and the Japanese destroying China and Singapore. Something was
very wrong in my childhood world.
Then, in September 1939, I learned a new word - "blitz-krieg," or
lightning war. In only eleven days Hitler's armies overran Poland and
World War II formally began. By the next summer we saw Denmark and
Norway overrun, Holland l Belgium, and Luxenbourg conquered, and even
France smashed. Great Britain, alone, stood against the German might
and her ability to endure was in doubt.
In shock, the United States began to crank up its defense produc-
tion, not only to arm itself, but to assist Great Britain and Russia. The
Selective Service set up local draft boards across the country in the fall
of 1940. Local Board 63 started calling men from the Tri-Cities of
Baytown, Pelly, and Goose Creek, but it was not until after that black
Sunday in December 1941 that the draft touched almost every family in
the area. None of the boys in my immediate family were old enough for
Buck Young lives ill Baytown, Texas.
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the service (Korea caught us, however), although my older brother Alfred
did join the Merchant Marine near the war's end. My father's half-brother
Louis was called even though he was in his thirties. The only time I saw
my father cry was when he kissed Uncle Louis goodbye just before Louis
shipped out to the Pacific Theatre. Uncle Louis saw combat, hand-to-
hand he claimed, but returned unharmed. My brother-in-law, Leonard
Hillhouse, had already fathered three children and my sister Bernice was
pregnant with the fourth, but when he quit his job, he too was drafted.
He missed combat only through my father's efforts to get him a hardship
discharge and a war-essential job at Humble Oil and Refining Company.
The only other real soldier 1 knew was a friend of my other sister,
Darline. Tommy (I can't remember his last name) and I exchanged V-
letters when he went overseas. From Morocco he sent me a wallet made
from camel leather . As I recall, it stunk and I did not keep it long. I never
learned whether Tommy made it home all right.
Even before the Japanese sneak attack at Pearl Harbor, Hollywood
prepared us for the war. By early 1941 scores of war movies were being
cranked out. My brother Dick and I saw "Submarine Patrol," "Wings
of the Navy," "Victory," "Abbott and Costello in the Navy," and many
others. We soon learned hate words such as "Japs," "Nazis," and "Axis"
and patriotic words such as "Allies," "Tommies,': and "Free French."
After Pearl Harbor the first scrap drives were started and we gathered
old metal and turned it in at special collection centers. An old cannon
that symbolically guarded the front entrance to the high school for years
went to the war effort. Tin cans were flattened and saved, and we rolled
the "tin foiP' from cigarette packages into giant balls and turned them
in. Used grease was poured into special containers and after solidifying
went to the collection center, too.
Bond drives began, and at school we bought ten-cent savings stamps
and stuck them in a book until we had the equivalent of a bond. Those
who consistently saved received special certificates every school term. In
my shoebox of memories I have an old green certificate that testifies that
I saved every "savings day" for the school year 1939-1940.
During the big national bond drives, movie stars traveled the country.
and, occasionally, even came to aUf small town. I recall going down on
Texas Avenue in Goose Creek to see cowboy star "Wild Bill" Elliott and
western singer Jimmy Wakely. "Wild Bill" twirled his pistols, practiced
his cross-hand quick draw, and auctioned some of his silver bullets. Wakely
sang "Cool Water," "Tumbling Tumbleweeds" and other Sons of the
Pioneers songs.
At school we had periodic air raid drills. As the siren warbled, we
filed out of our classrooms into the inner halls away from glass windows
and sat on the floor against the walls with our heads between our legs.
Air raid wardens were appointed for all areas of town and they scanned
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the skies daily for enemy planes. Due to its extreme importance to the
war effort, the Humble Oil refinery in Baytown was ringed with anti-
aircraft guns manned by an Army artillery unit. My father took me on
a tour to see the big guns mounted on high platforms around the refinery's
perimeter.
During the war Humble produced crude oil in the hundreds of millions
of barrels and furnished pipeline transportation of its own crude and even
a large volume purchased from others. It manufactured such products vital
to the war effort as aviation gasolines and fuel oils in tens of millions of
barrels, tolune (TNT) in millions of barrels, and over a hundred-thousand
tons of butadiene and butyle for making rubber products. In the com-
pany publications that my father brought home, the Humble employees
were exhorted to produce more and better products. The company bragged
on its posters and billboards that every fourth bomb being dropped on
Nazi Germany had its beginnings at the Baytown refinery, and, the planes
dropping those bornbs used gasoline refined in Baytown.
To produce such a quantity of aviation gasoline, Humble built two
giant catalytic cracking units called "cat crackers," each 260-feet high and
containing 8,500 tons of steel. The first unit was completed in November
1942. Originally designed for a capacity of 13,800 barrels a day. the unit
was stepped up to between 24,000 and 26,000 barrels, and in a single day
could produce enough components for aviation gasolines used in a thou-
sand B-25 medium bombers. The second unit was completed in ]944 and
could produce even more aviation gasoline. These 21-story t'cat" units
were our skyscrapers and every Christmas thousands of colored light bulbs
were strung on them in the shape of giant stars that could be seen for
miles around.
I kept track of the war through the radio broadcasts of such com-
mentators as Elmer Davis, Lowell Thomas, and Edward R. Murrow. the
daily newspapers, and the movie newsreels. going from those first agoniz-
ing days when island after island fell to the Japanese, through Bataan and
Corregidor, when the Germans were sinking our ships all over the Atlan-
tic, to the invasion of North Africa. Sicily, Italy, then the stunning suc-
cess of D-Day, the sweep across France. the set-back at the Battle of the
Bulge, the push into Germany, and, following a series of island-hopping
Pacific victories, the dropping of the atomic bombs on Japan and its sur-
render on August 14, 1945. For almost four years, I clipped out and saved
the campaign maps from the local newspapers, that showed the numbers
of our units and their relative positions, with large sweeping arrows show-
ing the direction of the attack and dotted lines the distance of their ad-
vance or retreat.
From time to time, and llsually after a big battle, the local paper would
publish the growing casualty lists of area boys killed in action and gold
stars appeared in windows throughout our town. On Gulf Hill, across the
highway from us. a gold star appeared on the front window of the Grants'
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house. Our friend and neighbor, John Grant, would not be coming home.
After the war a new football field, Memorial Stadium, was built and
dedicated in his honor and the other fifty-eight Tri-Cities boys who lost
their lives in combat. Their names are embossed in bronze on the flagpoles'
base.
Rationing came soon after the war began, and we were issued a book
of stamps for each member of the family with which to buy practically
everything. At first, it was for obviously scarce items such as gasoline.
tires, butter, meats, sugar, shoes, and cigarettes, then included such items
as paper. toasters, cameras, electric trains, girdles, bicycles, and on and
on. If you asked someone in authority why this or that was being rationed,
you received the stock answer - "Don't you know there's a war going
on?"
A housewife, such as my mother, had to watch for frequent changes
in the rules and regulations of the Office of Price Administration (OPA)
as to what was being rationed this week, how many stamps were required
for a certain item, and what colors were valid. Then she had to find a
store that had what she wanted, for scarcities were common. The week
cigarettes came back after some absence, every store was out of matches,
or vice versus. I believe that was the reason my father bought a cigarette
rolling machine and started using Bull Durham again as he had during
the Depression.
Even with rationing, our family did all right. We had plenty of butter
from our cow, eggs from our chickens, and fresh vegetables from our
garden, or from the Mason jars from my mother's canning efforts. And,
extra money came from the sale of surplus butter and eggs. Practically
every year my father would buy a hog, fatten it, and then on a cold, freez-
ing day, butcher and dress it. For sometime afterwards, we had plenty
of bacon, ham, and pork chops, plus buckets of lard.
After 1942 no new civilian cars were produced in Detroit, but, for-
tunately my father had a good 1940 Ford sedan. In fact, it was in such
good shape and with brand new tires, that someone made him an offer
he could not turn down. My father would sell anything as long as he could
make a profit on the deal. He then bought an old pickup truck that he
drove throughout the war years. Since he had a war-essential job, he had
no problems getting enough gas. Those who did not have such a job had
to get by on three gallons a week.
Shortages of steel, copper, and other war-needed metals, and cotton,
wool, and other fabric materials were evident, and plastics and imitation
leathers became more numerous on the home front. Toys were not as
sturdy as before, clothes were of lower quality, and even our money
changed. In a move to save copper, in 1943 the penny was made from
silver lead and the "in" thing that year was to pass off this slate-colored
coin as a dime. In dark places such as the picture show, you could easily
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pull off the switch.
As the tide of war changed to the Allied side, prisoners of war by
the thousands were shipped to the United States. A German POW camp
was opened outside of town towards Barbers Hill. The prisoners were used
on projects around the area since many were excellent craftsmen. They
were treated well so the Germans would treat our captured boys well, and
few tried to escape. I can recall only one event in the entire war that in-
volved spies or saboteurs. Pelly's city marshal claimed one day to have
arrested two men who were saboteurs out to blow up the refinery. They
turned out to be two German fanners from Schulenburg who spoke English
with a heavy accent.
It was the era of the big bands, and classic songs such as "Elmer's
Tune," "String of Pearls," and "Don't Sit Under the Apple Tree," but
I enjoyed novelty tunes such as Spike Jones' "Der Fuehrer's Face,"
"Praise the Lord and Pass the Ammunition,H and "He's I-A in the Army
and A-I in My HearL" There were "Sad Sack" cartoons in the papers
and Bill Mauldin's "Willie and Joe" cartoon adventures in the magazines.
I particularly liked the one with those typical GIs sitting in the rain in
a foxhole and Willie remarking, "Yes, it does remind me of rain hitting
on a tin roof," as water splashed off his helmet. Everywhere you went
"Kilroy" had been there before and left his autograph behind.
In reflection, 1 now realize that we knew at the time that "a war was
going on," but it was far, far away from us. There were some sacrifices
we had to make such as doing without a new car for five years, resoleing
our worn shoes for the fourth time, making do with products that fell
apart after several months, and missing all that sugary, penny candy with
which we had once gorged ourselves~ but we still lived fairly comfortably.
My father had a good job at the refinery and our family was so large that
we did not use all the ration stamps issued to us. Still, we were caught
up in the patriotism of the time, weeping at our war losses and cheering
our gains. We papered OUT living room wall with certificates from the sav-
ings programs at school and work, and participated in every scrap drive
from cane, to foil, to used grease. And, we cheered and wept
simultaneously when, at last, the refinery whistles announced the end of
the war and we watched our boys come home again.
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THE PORTER DEMONSTRATION FARM
by Jack Stoltz
Probably the most significant event to occur in the Terrell area or
in Kaufman County, Texas, took place in 1903 on the Porter farm located
north of Terrell on Poetry road. There the cooperative effort by business
men, farmers, and a government agent led to the creation of the U.S.
Agricultural Extension Service.
Three historical markers at the farm headquarters on Poetry Road
proclaim the significance of what happened here. The U.S. Department
of the Interior placed one of the markers in 1964, declaring it to be a part
of the National Register of Historic Places. Texas A&M University erected
a bronze plaque in 1953 to mark the fiftieth anniversary of this farm
demonstration. Also, there is a state marker on the site.
A key player in the drama was F.B. McKay, general passenger and
freight agent for the Texas Midland Railroad. This was a shortline road
with headquarters and shops in Terrell. It extended from Ennis to Paris
by way of Kaufman, Terrell, Greenville, Commerce, and Cooper. Its
owner-president was E.H.R. Green, son of the fabulously wealthy Hetty
Green, known as the "Witch of Wall Street."
McKay had read of the demonstration farms being set up throughout
the South by the U.S. Department of Agriculture and wrote to Washington
requesting that a similar project be established somewhere along the
Midland route. The request was routed to Dr. Seaman A. Knapp, special
agent for the department, stationed at Lake Charles, Louisiana. He replied
that no funds were available for such a project, and he considered the
matter closed.
McKay refused to give up the idea. He wrote Knapp that the Farmer's
Institute of Terrell was interested in pursuing the matter and would under-
write any cost involved. Other demonstration farms at that time had been
financed by government subsidy. The Farmer's Institute was an associa-
tion of local farmers and businessmen. Many of the key business leaders of
the town were also principal landowners: Matthew Cartwright, J .C. Grin-
nan, B.T. Childress, and others. With such an offer in hand, Dr. Knapp
agreed to meet to discuss the matter. 1
Dr. Knapp had been a circuit-riding preacher and held a law degree.
He had been connected with Iowa State College before being appointed
special agent of the U.S. Department of Agriculture. He was president
of the Rice Growers of America and was considered the father of the rice
industry in Louisiana and Texas. 2
The meeting with the citizens of Terrell was held at the Odd Fellows
hall on the morning of February 25. Dr. Knapp preceded the discussion
Jack Stoltz Jives in Terrell, Texas.
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with the statement that he had nothing to give them: "If you want to help
yourselves, I still work with you, but remember that the best help is self
help."
Throughout his relationship with the town leaders Knapp stressed that
the purpose of this demonstration would be to show the best methods of
cultivation, to promote the diversification of crops, and to teach the im-
portance of crop rotation to protect the soil. Only those crops were to
be used which had been proven successful in similar soil and weather
conditions.
The plan of operation was for a farmer to be selected who would
provide fifty to one hundred acres for the venture and who would cultivate
that acreage according to careful instructions. Any profit would be his,
while the community was to raise sufficient funds to protect him against
loss.
Three farms were offered immediatelty for the project by Captain
J.B. Porter, B.T. Childress, and J.N. Stallings. An additional site was
offered later by F.A. Waters and was considered. A local committee was
appointed to make the final selection. At the same time a committee was
appointed to secure pledges to underwrite any loss to the farmer selected.
At a second meeting held that afternoon Matthew Cartwright reported
that $415 had been raised in only thirty minutes, and more would be rais-
ed later. W.H. Flowers, chairman of the selection committee, asked to
be given twenty-four hours to make their selection. Dr. Knapp agreed to
stay until the next day to work with the committee. He declared that two
of the sites would be suitable, but he insisted that the committee make
the final choice.
On February 26 it was announced that the Porter farm had been
chosen. An advisory committee consisting of W.E. Henderson, B.T.
Childress, J.N. Stallings, W.H. Flowers, Kamp McGinnis, J.B. Porter,
and F.B. McKay, was appointed to oversee the work. Walter C. Porter
was named superintendent of the farm operation.
The Porter farm was located approximately three miles from town,
a disadvantage for a demonstration since it would be difficult for visitors
to travel so far in buggies and surreys to inspect the progress of the opera-
tion. Today that farm is located just one mile north of the city limits and
the high school, just a short ride in modern automobiles.
By 1874 John Brooks Porter had arrived in Kaufman County with
his bride, Paralee, a daughter of the Moorings of Mooringsport, Loui-
siana. His farm, located on the outskirts of Terrell, had its beginning by
1877. At the time of Dr. Knapp's visit, Porter was actively involved in
its management, but by then he had turned over much of the field opera-
tions to his son, Walter. 3
Dr. Knapp outlined the basic plan of operation in his report to the
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Secretary of Agriculture in January 1904:
An important feature of this demonstration lies in the plan of organiza-
tion. The people of Terrell, Texas, entered voluntarily into an associa-
tion to test varieties of seeds, farm methods of cultivation, the ap-
plication of commercial fertilizers, and other problems of the farm,
and they put up their money to guarantee the association against loss.
They selected an excellent committee of business men and farmers
to carry out the plan. To this committee, composed of: W.H. Flowers,
president. B.T. Childress, J.B. Porter, Walter C. Porter, J.N. Stall-
ings, F.B. McKay, secretary. W.E. Henderson, and C.T. McGinnis,
great credit is due for their judicious plans and effective services.·
At the outset approximately seventy acres were devoted to the pro-
ject. Dr. Knapp insisted that only those crops proven to thrive in similar
soil and weather conditions were to be used. It was announced in the begin-
ning that there would be twenty-five acres devoted to cotton, twenty-four
acres to corn, three acres to peas and sorghum, one acre to sweet potatoes,
and one acre to kafir and maize. In the final plan, thirty-seven acres were
planted in cotton in nine separate plats.
In his report at the conclusion of the demonstration, Dr. Knapp
outlined the procedure they followed:
Just before planting the land was disked, cross~disked and harrowed.
The cotton seed was planted I inch deep in rows 3Y2 feet apart. The
planting drill was followed by a roller which pressed the soil after the
seed was covered. The cotton carne up in five or six days after planting.
May 1 to 3 it was harrowed, and in about 12 days it was side harrowed
and cultivated. May 15 to 18 it was chopped to 18 inches, then plowed.
It was plowed thereafter once in 12 days until August 1. All plats were
cultivated the same. ~
In dividing the cotton into nine test plats of three and four acres (with
plat #2 having fifteen acres), they were able to test results under varying
conditions - type of seed planted, use of fertilizer, and use made of the
land the previous year. Four varieties of seed were planted, including the
Rowden, developed in Van Zandt County. All fOUf were tested without
and with fertilizer. The results in all nine plats were revealing and set
guidelines for future years. On one test plat the yield was 326.6 pounds
of lint per acre. On a nearby field, handled by the old method, the yield
was only 166.6 pounds per acre. Not only had they produced more cot-
ton per acre, but the land was left in better shape for the next year's
planting. 6
The land planted in corn was cultivated in the same way. On March
25 it was disked, cross disked, and harrowed. From April 4 to April 8
it was planted, two inches deep, TOWS five feet apart. The corn came up
on April 12 when a heavy hail storm caused considerable damage. Then,
on June 15, a severe wind flattened fifty percent of the stalks, making
further cultivation impossible. In spite of all these developments there was
encouragement from the yield on the remaining stalks. The damage was
charged to the fortunes of farming. 7
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When the harvest was completed, Porter announced that he was relin-
quishing all claims to the money the community had raised to protect him
against loss. He reported that he had cleared $700 more by farming by
the new method than he would have under the old. He also announced
that in 1904 he intended to cultivate his entire farm of 800 acres follow-
ing the guidelines they had developed. 8
As soon as the test results were learned and even the casual observer
could see the harvest for 1903, things began to happen that were to have
a profound effect on agriculture all across America. In November James
Wilson, U.S. Secretary of Agriculture, made an inspection tour of the
southern states to study the effects of the boll weevil on cotton crops. He
was persuaded to put Terrell on his itinerary, and he agreed to visit the
Porter farm. A delegation of Terrell citizens met him in Ennis and escorted
him to Terrell on the Midland. He was given a royal welcome by the
townsfolk and a grand tour of the farm by the Porters and the advisory
committee. 9
Wilson was impressed by the enthusiasm of the citizens and the results
of the demonstration, and he instructed Dr. Knapp to expand his
demonstration program. Dr. Knapp needed no more encouragement.
A week later E. H. R. Green, president of the Texas Midland Railroad,
announced plans to build an experimental farm south of Terrell to develop
a strain of cotton that would be resistant to the boll weevil. He confessed
that he had been skeptical of Dr. Knapp's work. "Being from Missouri~"
he said~ "1 had to be shown." This put to rest the speculation locally that
Green had been a silent instigator of the venture along with his company
official t F.B. McKay.10
Green purchased 302 acres of land on the outskirts of town and
ordered the erection of four huge hothouses to conduct his experiments.
He hired Kamp McGinnis as farm manager and secured Dr. Knapp's pro-
mise of cooperation. He stated that he had visited other government sta-
tions and had been impressed by the flowers that were made more beautiful
with cultural and breeding methods, and he thought the cotton plant could
be improved in the same way.
After three years and the investment of several thousand dollars in
his model farm, it was converted to "Green's Flower Factory." Soon after t
his grand experiment was abandoned.
B.D. Moore, who operated his Hetty farm with convict labor t located
north of Terrell in the Sabine River bottom., announced that his entire
operation (1000 acres) henceforth would be with the new methods of
cultivation. I 1 Major J.S. Grinnan of Terrell reported that he was setting
aside 330 acres on his plantation for a similar project, and other local land-
owners followed his example.
Encouraged by the success of the Porter demonstration, the broad
publicity it was given, and the clear mandate from Secretary Wilson, Dr.
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Knapp set up an ambitious program to develop many more demonstra-
tion plots near small communities throughout the farm belt of the South.
Then. when Congress appropriated $250.000 in March to fight the boll
weevil, his staff was in a position to take on the additional challenge. By
then he had moved his office to Houston and had an organization of six-
ty employees working in the field. 12
Realizing the magnitude of the program, he concluded that the only
workable plan was to work through the county unit. This led l in 1906 l
to the assignment of the first county agent W.C. Stallings, to Smith Coun-
ty, Texas. In 1911, the Texas legislature authorized county courts to budget
tax money in support of a county agent in each county. Soon afterward l
the U.S. Department of Agriculture and Texas A&M College worked out
a cooperative agreement for the college to administer the Extension Ser-
vice throughout the state. Today it is financed jointly by county, state.
and federal governments. 13
All this was followed by the Smith-Level Act in 1914 which expand-
ed the Extension Service to include home economics and improvement
in rural life. The first home demonstration agent was Mrs. Edna W. Trigg
in Milam county. 14
The elements that made the Porter Demonstration Farm the catalyst
for such a significant change in American agriculture included:
it brought science and agriculture together for the good of the
farmer and the consumer;
it was a demonstration in the strictest sense, not an experiment-
every innovation was previously tested and proven successful; and
it was a cooperative venture, proving what could be accomplished
when neighbors work together. As Dr. Knapp said, "A gift of
$30,000,000 by the national government would not have done the cot-
ton farmer as much good."
There was an ideal blend of a visionary scientist with down-to-earth
methods, a progressive farmer who was determined to give the plan a
chance to succeed. and community leaders who saw the possibilities and
gave their encouragement, time l and money in a pioneering enterprise.
Finally, Dr. Knapp's message was the key to the future of the cotton
farmer: improved methods of cultivation, better seed selection, use of pro-
per fertilizers, and an end to the "one-crop" philosophy throughout the
South, with diversification of crops and crop rotation to preserve the soil.
The bronze plaque on a base of Texas granite erected in 1953 by Texas
A&M University summarizes all that happened here:
Here the first farm demonstration was established jointly by Seaman
A. Knapp, Mr. and Mrs. Walter C. Porter. the people of Terrell,
February 26, 1903. The demonstration of scientific agriculture on the
land was the beginning of the Agriculture Extension Service, now
known around the world.
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"What a man hears, he may doubt;
What he sees, he may possibly doubt;
What he does himself, he cannot doubt."
-Dr. Seaman A. Knapp.
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NOTES
I Terrell Transcript, January 27, 1903. The author is indebted to Essie McGinnis of
Terrell for work done in 1928 in compiling available information covering the Porter
Demonstration Farm and related events. Her manuscript, filling forty typewritten, legal·
size pages, recorded transciptions of the news stories appearing in the Terrell Transcipt from
1903 to 1908.
zTerreJl Transcript, January 15, 1903. Interview with William A. Poner, third-generation
owner of Porter farm, August I, 1990.
lInterview with William A. Porter, August I, 1990.
4Terrell Transcript, January 29, 1904.
lTerrell Transcript, January 29, 1904.
'The Porter Farm, leaflet published by the Texas Agriculture Service, Texas A&M
University, in cooperation with the Kaufman County Improvement Program.
7Terrell Transcript, January 29, 1904.
'Terrell Transcript, January 29. 1904.
9Terrell Transcript, November 4, 1903.
lOTerreJl Transcript, February 15, 1904.
"Terrell Transcript, MaTch 9. 1904.
12Terrell Transcript, March 15, 1904.
11 Terrell Transcript, leaflet.
"Terrell Transcript, leaflet.
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ESPIONAGE DURING THE TEXAS REVOLUTION
by Robert W. Kesting
During the months of February through July 1836, many Texas
citizens contributed toward the initial founding of Texas as an indepen-
dent entity. Most historians rightly or wrongly have sung the praises of
Sam Houston, Stephen F. Austin, and William Barret Travis. However,
there are countless others who contributed as much as those more famous
statesmen and military leaders. Some of these individuals were not con-
sidered Texas citizens nor did they have a vested interest in Texas property.
History has not been as kind to these individuals for various reasons. The
objectives of this narrative are to introduce one of those unsung heroes
of the Texas revolution, and to reveal one segment of his clandestine opera-
tion which provided Texas with valuable assistance in the fOTm of enemy
intelligence data.
Intelligence formation in its rudimentary form has changed little
throughout the centuries. Enemy strength, location, deployment, equip-
ment, and conditions have been some of the valuable factors which military
leaders needed to know in order for their operations to be planned and
executed with some degree of success. The Texas revolutionary forces also
needed this same type of information. However, this information is
valuable providing it arrives on time and is put to good use. Unfortunately,
communication was a major handicap during the 1830s. It took days and
sometimes weeks, especially by land, to obtain vital data in Texas. The
sea route was more dependable and faster, providing the weather was fair
and there were no unforeseen obstacles which would cause a delay. The
Texas army was able to obtain intelligence data by land using the spy
system to infiltrate enemy camps or to extract information from enemy
captives. But many of' the militia officers probably were not that
knowledgeable in the art of recognizing and confirming worthwhile in-
telligence. This thesis extends to the fledgling navy, which also lacked ex-
perience. However, one avenue which provided Texas with fairly accurate
and timely intelligence reports had to be considered a pleasant surprise
and quite possibly an unexpected one, especially in aiding the operations
of the army and navy. This source was William Bryan, citizen of the United
States, supporter of the Texas cause l and newly appointed general agent
for Texas in New Orleans.
Among the important decisions of the Provisional Government of
Texas, the appointment of William Bryan as general agent has to rank
as one of the most noteworthy. I William Bryan and his partner, Edward
Hall, operated a prosperous trade brokerage in New Orleans. Bryan had
a good reputation for his expert knowledge of the mercantile business and
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at times provided liberal extension of credit to Texas merchants, a vital
necessity for the financially weak government. Also, Bryan had numerous
trade contacts and access to banking institutions within the United States
in order to obtain loans, which was also vitally important for the survival
of Texas. 2 Another plus was that his political sympathies favored the Texas
revolutionary movement. 3 Based on these considerations, Stephen F.
Austin and William Wharton, members of the First Texas Commission
to the United States, appointed Bryan to the post of general agent for
Texas.
What was Bryan's attraction or motivation in dealing with the rebel
trade as opposed to the established Mexican trade? Perhaps Bryan con-
sidered this to be a monumental gamble on his part. He sympathized with
the Texas cause; however, like all successful businessmen he probably
calculated that a Texas victory against Mexico would certainly provide
his agency with continued wealth and a possible monopoly of the Texas
trade. Instant commissions would bring short-term profits to his agency,
but his goal was perhaps a long-range and continuous capital venture for
much higher monetary rewards in Texas real estate. The Texans did ap-
proach other New Orleans agencies, but Bryan was the only one willing
to risk advancing capital to the fledgling government. 4 Bryan's willingness
to assist Texas with a continuous flow of transportation, supplies, man-
power, and financial resources sealed the bargain.
Austin and Wharton required certain tasks be accomplished by the
Bryan and Hall Agency. For example, Hall was responsible for all Texas'
logistical needs, such as buying food and chartering vessels to transport
personnel and supplies to the Texas coast. Bryan accounted for all Texas
funds and communicated all information that was vital to the survival
of the Texas revolutionary government to the chief executive for the Texas
government. S The key phrase "provide all information that may be im-
portant" could have stipulated intelligence information regarding the ac-
tivities of Mexico.{, Perhaps it meant anything that pertained to Texas,
but this was one of those oral agreements between the commissioners,
Bryan, and Hall which probably will never be known. From vague
requirements, it can be determined that the Bryan and Hall Agency was
more than a typical trade brokerage. A more appropriate designation for
the agency was that proposed by Alma H. Brown in "Consular Service
of the Republic of Texas." Whether Bryan or the Texas commissioners
wished it this way is difficult to determine. Perhaps Bryan understood
from the beginning that his agency was to be the focal point for all Texas-
related activities in the United States, and it would have to operate under-
cover because of United States neutrality. Based on this premise and his
own personal interest, Bryan deemed it necessary to provide the Texas
government with communications which not only described numerous ac-
tivities involving Texas, but also pertinent information regarding Mex-
ico. Bryan knew that he was in a good location to provide Texas with
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somewhat accurate information regarding Mexico and its military
movements based on leaks of information from Mexican ports that were
communicated to the port of New Orleans via traders.
The latter part of 1835 and beginning of 1836 produced additional
tensions and heightened existing ones between Mexico and its disgruntled
and rebellious state of Coahulia and Texas. Plans to implement a recon-
quest to stamp out all vestiges of insurrection had passed from the opera-
tional to the execution phase. In order to implement a plan of such
magnitude. logistical support was a prime ingredient for a successful cam-
paign. In fact, Santa Anna already had given orders to procure at least
a thirty-day supply of rations because he anticipated a swift and decisive
campaign. 7 Moreover, he counted on being able to forage for additional
food supplies if the campaign dragged on. However, other valuable sup-
plies, particularly arms and ammunition, were not readily available. Unin-
formed as to actual enemy strength and resistance as he would march
toward their strongholds, Santa Anna initiated a plan to store vital sup-
plies at Mexican ports such as Matamoros.
The Mexican government's financial posture was in no condition to
sustain a protracted war after several years of quelling revolts south of
the Rio Grande. Therefore, it was imperative that a rapid and terminal
campaign be conducted to prevent further strain on the country's depleted
treasury. As a result, Mexican officials contacted their agents, particularly
in New Orleans, to provide the requested arms, ammunition, and other
provisions to be delivered and stored at predetermined depots. This ac-
tivity, coupled with the announcement that Mexico had closed Texas ports
to foreign trade, placed Bryan on notice.' By utilizing the merchant
grapevine, Bryan was able to obtain important information relating to
Santa Anna's movements and logistical plans. Perhaps his most valuable
intelligence was relayed in a letter to the Governor and Council of Texas
dated February 6, 1836. Bryan stated that Santa Anna had given his con-
sent to a specific mercantile house in New Orleans to purchase provisions
to support his Texas campaign against the Anglo-American rebels in the
Texas colony. Additionally, Bryan received information that Santa Anna's
supply ships were displaying a white-with-black-cross signal pennant. This
pennant was actually the flag of a mercantile business in New Orleans. 9
This information was received at Matagorda by R.R. Royall, chair-
man of the Matagorda Safety Committee, and subsequently communicated
to the Texas government. In Royall's letter addressed to the "Governor
and Council't dated February 18t 1836, he stated that "Santa Anna pro-
vision vessels will sail under white flag with a black cross this will be a
good mark for our vessels to be governed by."lO Bryan personally informed
each Texas naval commander with the exception of William Brown while
they were awaiting departure for the Texas coast. 11 However. it cannot
be determined that William Brown, master of the Liberty who patrolled
waters near the mouth of the Rio Grande, was informed of this informa-
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tion. Probably he was not aware of this data. Shortly after this informa-
tion was transmitted, the Texas armed schooner, Liberty, captured a Mex-
ican vessel, the Pelicano, on March 3, 1836. 12 Nineteen days later the Liber-
ty captured and detained a United States merchant vessel, the Durango,
in Matagorda Bay.13 On April 3, 1836, the Texas armed schooner Invin-
cible seized and detained another United States merchant vessel, the brig
Pocket, bound for the port of Matamoros, Mexico. 14 Was Bryan's infor-
mation helpful in affecting the capture of these vessels?
On March 3. 1836 while blockading the port of Sisal, Brown en-
countered an armed Mexican trade schooner, the Pelicano, commanded
by Captain Perez. 15 Bryan later referred to this vessel in his letter to the
governor and council dated March 29, 1836, as being "Mexican but owned
by Americans." 16 The registry showed that the Pelicano was built in
Baltimore. The Pclicano was probably a Mexican armed merchant vessel
which loaded supplies at New Orleans and departed that port on February
25, 1836. She was on her return voyage when she was captured by the
Liberty and subsequently taken to the port of Matagorda by a prize crew.
The Pelicano ran aground while attempting to cross a sand bar. Attempts
to salvage the cargo revealed that some gunpowder kegs were mingled with
barrels of flour. The amount of the powder reported by a local newspaper
and Captain Brown conflict, but Brown reported "280 kegs" were
discovered. This may have been an exaggeration. Brown later stated in
his letter to the editor of the True American, dated May 8, 1836;
...Sir-By Capt. Appleton, I am informed that J.W. Zacherie
denied that there was any powder on board the schooner Pelicano.
1 have found a number of letters on the prize which proved the above
fact. I feel it my duty to state these facts in regard to the powder.
There was no mention made of it on the manifest. I should k.eep a
constant lookout, and when I see the Mexican flag flying, I shall either
take it or be taken.... 17
It cannot be determined from existing documents whether the PeHcano,
in addition to flying the Mexican flag. was also displaying the signal pen-
nant identifying the cargo as belonging to Santa Anna's logistical sup-
port effort as reported by Bryan. However t the possibility cannot be
ignored.
Upon the Liberty's return to Matagorda, Brown may have been in-
formed of Bryan's communication by Royall or others. During this same
time, the Texas government was issuing orders to press into service
anything that could be useful to support the war effort. Ii On March 22,
1836, while patrolling in Matagorda Bay. the Liberty encountered a United
States vessel. the brig Durango, bound for the port of Matagorda. The
Durango was seized. boarded, and escorted into the port of Matagorda. 19
The Durango was no stranger to the Texas trade and coast, because this
vessel delivered Bryan's initial intelligence report to Matagorda on
February 18, 1836. 20 The Durango was known to transport worthwhile
supplies on her many recorded trips to Texas. In addition, James Reed,
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the last recorded owner of the vessel and a merchant in New Orleans, pur-
chased the vessel previous to July 9, 1835 on a business trip to Texas. The
registry paper states that the vessel was purchased from Mexican authorities
after the vessel was condemned. This statement may have meant Hispanics
or more likely Anglo-Americans who were Mexican subjects. This Durango
apparently was wrecked while attempting to cross the Brazos Bar. Reed
must have purchased this vessel at a bargain price for him to have traveled
from New Orleans to Texas. According to the registry document l Reed
affected repairs in Texas and sailed the vessel to New Orleans where the
vessel was registered officially. Reed declared himself a United States
citizen and a resident of New Orleans and also that he had hired another
New Orleans resident, James C. Ryan. as master of the Durango. 1 I Fur-
thermore, Reed ran a mail service to Texas and knew David Burnet well.
Also, he was an ex-partner of James Morgan, commandant of Galveston
Island. 22 The question remains: Was there a deal struck to ship contra-
band from the United States to support the logistical movement of Santa
Anna or was this an attempt at recovering insurance money for a vessel
that may have been over insured, which may account for the lack of pro-
test by Reed when the Durango was captured? In any event. claims were
not pressed immediately. The possibilities of these motives explaining the
capture and impressment lack documentation.
Once the Liberty seized the Durango she was placed under armed
guard at the port of Matagorda by a detachment of Texas Marines. 23 The
question now surfaces, what provoked Brown into capturing the Durango?
Only two feasible explanations may be considered. The first is that the
Durango. despite flying the American flag, also displayed the signal pen-
nant which Bryan described in his letter of February 6, 1836. In his letter
to the government on March 29, 1836, Bryan also mentions that the Liberty
robbed an American vessel of an "anchor and cable" and the Americans
considered this to be an "act of piracy." 24 This perhaps was the Durango,
because this vessel was the only known American vessel encountered by
the Texas navy during this time. Bryan did not mention this ship by name
because he was afraid that information and reports of this nature could
fall into the wrong hands, especially in the United States, which at the
time~ was prosecuting American citizens for violating the neutrality of the
United States government. In addition, he also was concerned that repeated
occurrences would provoke "bad press" in the United States and may
have some effect on the ultimate Texas goal of attaining recognition and
annexation. 25 To further allay fears that his communications to Texas
would fall into the wrong hands, in January 1836 he ordered his captains
"to destroy my communications to the government, should there be any
fears of capture.'·26 However, this initial explanation loses some of its
credibility because Santa Anna certainly did not want his supplies delivered
into enemy hands. At the time of the capture, the port of Matagorda was
controlled by Texas rebels. It was not until April 1836 that Matagorda
was taken by advance units of Santa Anna's army.
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The most logical and best documented explanation of why Brown
captured the Durango was that Texas needed the supplies and the vessel
was later used to transport troops and citizens along the coast. Previously,
it has been mentioned that the Texas government had authorized the con-
fiscation of private property to support the war effort and Brown pro-
bably was directed to confiscate the Durango. Unfortunately, a specific
order to this effect does not exist, but apparently some documents fell
into the hands of United States officials, who in 1837 and 1838 attempted
to settle the only claim arising out of the Durango affair and several claims
regarding the capture of the brig Pocket. John Forsyth. who was secretary
of state of the United States, gave instructions to Alcee La Branche, charge
d' affaires to Texas, on July 27, 1837. In his letter of instruction, he
directed that Le Branche demand immediate repayment of all claims aris-
ing from the Pocket affair. However, La Branche, in a letter to R.A. Irion,
secretary of state of the Republic of Texas, tells the story of the capture
of the Durango as it was told to him by Captain Ryan:
...The brig Durango, commanded by James C. Ryan, also an
American Vessel, was seized in Matagorda Bay and pressed into the
Texian service by orders of John A. Wharton, Adjutant general of
the Texian Forces, and William S. Brown, commander of the Texian
schooner Liberty. Said vessel sailed from the port of New Orleans
bound for the port of Matagorda. Captain Ryan finding himself
deprived of his vessel, and being unable to reclaim her in a legal way
was compelled to abandon her .... 27
Despite several key documents being lost which would further unravel some
of the mystery regarding the capture, at least a comparable order of John
A. Wharton did survive. It gives some indication of what a letter direc-
ting the confiscation of the Durango might have contained. In his direc-
tive to Major William T. Austin, local military commander of the Brazos
District, dated March 18, 1836, four days prior to the capture of the
Durangot he states:
...You are duly empowered to purchase or press any property that
you may deem of advantage to the army ... your own discretion will
govern you in many respects .... 21
A similar order might have been issued to Brown, whose sector of patrol
was Matagorda Bay, or this same type of order was given to another high-
ranking officer in charge of the mouth of the Colorado River and Brown
cooperated with him in the seizure of the Durango.
There is no existing evidence to support the claim that the Durango
was transporting contraband. However, the vessel carried food supplies,
which eventually aided the rebel army and later helped feed civilians tem-
porarily housed on Galveston Island. Between March 22. and May 22.
1836 after the Durango was moved from Matagorda to Galveston Island
to avoid the possibility of Santa Anna's advancing units retaking the vessel,
all that remained of the Durango's cargo was "43 barrels of damaged
flour ~" as recorded by W. Lawrence, quartermaster of Galveston Island. 29
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However, 100 barrels also remained on board the vessel, because this was
to be used to feed the garrison and prisoners on Galveston Island. Ap-
parently, officials had ordered transfer of the remaining cargo on board
the Durango to be stored on the Pocket and eventually transferred
elsewhere so military personnel could utilize the Durango to transport
troops and supplies along the coast. Mirabeau Lamar I secretary of war
for the interim government of Texas, ordered James Morgan to effect the
transfer on May 15, 1836. In his directive, he ordered the following:
...You will therefore cause her [Pocket] to take on board from
the Durango all flour that remains on her excepting one hundred bar-
rels which you will reserve for the use of the garrison, prisoners on
the island. You will be very particular to have an Acct. taken for the
number of barrels received from the Durango .... 10
The Durango disappeared from history after Whartn ordered the vessel
to assist in transporting 140 troops down the Texas coast on September
16, 1836. 31 Although gone, the Durango was not forgotten. A claim later
filed by the Sea Insurance Company of New York, the insurance com-
pany for the vessel and perhaps the cargo, plus added pressure by the
United States Department of State, provoked Texas into settling the claim
for $8,050.32. Perhaps the most convincing evidence that supports this
explanation is the fact that the Texas government Wa$ quite agreeable and
had no objections to the terms as opposed to the controversy which sur-
rounded the brig Pocket claims. B
The evidence suggests that the Durango affair was not initiated by
the information which Bryan provided on February 6, 1836. This inci-
dent probably was precipitated by other motivating factors. The most
credible is that Texas' needs took precedence over everything, including
international maritime law. Texans fighting for their survival paid scant
attention to signal pennants or national flags.
On March 20, 1836, the brig Pocket l a merchant ship from Boston
and a United States registered vessel, sailed from New Orleans to
Matamoros, Mexico, under American colors. The vessel was carrying
United States as well as Mexican citizens and cargo bound for the Mex-
ican port. On April 3, 1836, somewhere near the mouth of the Rio Grande,
she encountered the Texas armed schooner Invincible, mastered by Cap-
tain Jeremiah Brown. Captain Brown boarded the vessel and examined
the cargo against the manifest. He discovered that several items did not
agree. He also discovered war contraband such as arms, ammunition,
powder. and military dispatches and a map of the coastline of Texas among
other ship's papers. The dispatches and map were in Spanish. ~4 In a letter
from David Thomas, acting secretary of war for the government of Texas,
to Sam Houston, dated April 8, 1836, Thomas reveals the contents of the
capture:
...The cargo consists of 100 Ibs. of flour. lard-rice-6 or 700 Ibs.
of buscuit. She had on board very important documents giving
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information of the design of Sant Ana ... There is one document which
gives the information that Sant Ana was at Bexar-that his force in
all teamsters, women and children did not exceed eight thousand-that
his object was to secure all sea ports intended to land 1,000 men on
Galveston.... l'
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In addition to the contraband cargo, dispatches, and map, also aboard
the Pocket were several Mexican naval officers who were easily identified
by Brown. Confronted by the obvious, Brown seized the Pocket. He im-
mediately escorted the vessel to Galveston Island and turned the cargo,
dispatches, map, crew, and passengers over to Morgan. The Pocket was
assigned to a prize crew. The original crew and passengers were detained
for several days. In the meantime, the Invincible set sail for the port of
New Orleans where she was scheduled to be refitted. J6 While at the port,
news of the capture reached the local newspapers. To further inflame the
situation, the crew and passengers of the Pocket had returned to New
Orleans. Additional "bad press" by New Orleans publications incited the
local merchants into a united front to do something to protect their com-
merce in the Gulf of Mexico. Local sentiment for the Texas cause
deteriorated rapidly when merchants were confronted with the choice of
maintaining friendly relations as opposed to the loss of revenue. Some
merchants published their displeasure in the local newspapers. One com-
ment extracted from the New Orleans Bee of May 6, 1836 states:
It is high time that American commerce in the Gulf of Mexico
should be protected from both Texas and Mexico and unless the
government interpose the evils will be very serious.... 37
Continuous pressure was applied to New Orleans federal officials. In ad-
dition to local merchant pressure, insurance companies joined the protest
and began to exert their influence. 38 The result was that the Invincible's
crew was arrested and placed on trial for piracy. 19 Furthermore, Com-
modore A.J. Dallas t United States Naval Squadron Commander t Gulf
of Mexico, was compelled to escort vessels in and out of Mexican ports. 40
The most important result of the trial was the fact that the M. De Lizardi
and Co., acting on a purchase order from Rubio and Co., a world-wide
agent for Santa Anna, authorized and instructed the M. De Lizardi and
Co. to purchase and ship the supplies which were discovered on board
the Pocket at the time of her capture. Also revealed was the fact that the
Mexican consul in New Orleans provided the dispatches. The map pro-
bably was constructed by one of the Mexican naval officers on board the
Pocket. Additionally, Rubio and Co. instructed the M. De Lizardi and
Co. to provide that signal pennant which Bryan alluded to in his cor-
respondence of February 6, 1836. Major Samuel Ellis, a Texas agent [spy]
and secretary to the Bryan and Hall Agency, exposed some of the evidence
revealed during the trial and the confirmation of Bryan's data. In an
editorial dated May 16, 1836 in the New Orleans Bee, he states:
...The evidence of one of the firm, given before the examining
court, was by the order of and charged to Rubio and Co., that the
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premium was charged to them and that they considered the cargo at
their own risk. That such was the understanding is evident from the
clause of the charter, which expressly stipulates that the brig shall carry
a signal generally known as that of the acknowledged agents of San-
ta Anna, which signal was to be furnished by Lizardi and CO.... ~l
Moreover, the trial produced three witnesses who told the court that Cap-
tain Howes, master of the brig Pocket. stated to each individual that once
they arrived at Matamoros he was contracted to transport Mexican troops
to Texas. U
The result of the Pocket affair confirmed the value of Bryan's in-
telligence communication of February 6, 1836. Furthermore, while the
trial was in progress, additional prizes were captured by the Texas navy,
but little is known of these seizures. Mexico was affected by this informa-
tion. Any hope of its army receiving a continuous flow of supplies was
destroyed by the many captures which took place during this time. The
destitution of the army is well documented, and Mexico had to change
the identification signal once the plot was exposed. Texas also was af-
fected by the results of Bryan's information. Texas used the captured goods
to its advantage during the battle of San Jacinto. Also, Texas had to read-
just her thinking and mode of operation upon the seas. As a result of the
Pocket affair, the Texas government was compelled to announce a
blockade of Mexican ports, which previously was given casual considera-
tion. 43 The ad interim government had to establish a district court with
admiralty jurisdiction to adjudicate prize vessels, which prior to the Pocket
capture was ignored. 44
In addition to the revelation of the signal used to identify Santa An-
na's supply vessels, Bryan obtained other pertinent information regarding
Santa Anna's troop strength, route of march, and overall condition of
his army. Sometimes this information was not always accurate and some
of it was known to the Texas government, but Bryan perhaps decided that
whether this information was factual or misleading should be a prerogative
reserved only for the military leaders of Texas to determine and cor-
roborate. His job was only to obtain and provide information. Accom-
panying his report of February 6, 1836, Bryan also reported that "General
Santa Anna is at Saltillo with 7000 men waiting provisions, which are very
scarce in his army.''45 In another communication, dated February 26, 1836,
he reported that "9000 men were ready to advance upon Texas. as soon
as provisions could be obtained. "46 In a report dated April 30, 1836, he
relayed that "news has come that the expedition against Galveston is about
leaving Matamoros under convoy of the Paragon. "47 This latter piece of
intelligence probably meant little to the Texas government, because this
expedition never became a reality while David Burnet was president.
However, Texas was placed on alert to protect its most valuable port. Dur-
ing the months of April and May 1836, most of the Texas navy was
deployed around Galveston Island. 4S
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Bryan's intelligence operation was a small part of an overall network
of intelligence gathering employed by the Texas government during the
revolutionary period. This network, besides extending into the United
States, reached deep into Mexico. Both land and sea intelligence was glean-
ed from several sources. In particular, Texas had to compete with Mex-
ican espionage activities within the United States. Since Texas was not
recognized as a viable government, it was mandatory that some system
of intelligence collection be established in the United States. The Bryan
and Hall Agency provided that outlet, especially in New Orleans, where
enemy intelligence information arrived frequently from Mexican ports.
Besides his working under the veil of secrecy and constant pressure of ar-
rest and imprisonment for aiding the Texas cause, the Texas government
never appreciated Bryan's zeal and patriotism. Texas officials ironically
rewarded Bryan by replacing his agency with another, leaving him with
an enormous personal debt and damaged credit.
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FOR LACK OF A NAIL...
by Max S. Lale
Union General Nathaniel P. Banks wanted to be president of the
United States. Confederate Captain Nathaniel S. Allen played a cameo
role in frustrating that ambition. It happened on April 6, 1864, near
Mansfield, Louisiana.
After an abortive attempt in 1863 to bolster his political popularity
with a headline-grabbing victory on the line of the Mississippi River,
General Banks was well on his way to running Confederate General
Edmund Kirby Smith out of his Trans-Mississippi Department head-
quarters at Shreveport. The previous year he had had to invest Port Hud-
son after a failed assault, thus denying himself a share of the glory at
Vicksburg. I The following year. moving in cooperation with Admiral
David D. Porter's Red River naval force, Banks had driven General
Richard Taylor's meager Confederate army on a 200-mile retreat from
the banks of the Atchafalaya River in South Louisiana into the northwest
corner of Louisiana, gobbling up Alexandria and Natchitoches along the
way.2
With Taylor's anny almost in his grasp, this former bobbin boy, three-
term governor of Massachusetts, and speaker of the United States House
of Representatives, now a senior major general, committed a grievous
blunder. Without reconnaissance, he directed his army on a stagecoach
road to Shreveport which removed him from the protection of Porter's
brown-water batteries. For that decision and a poorly organized march
column, he paid a bitter price. 3
With confidence bordering on hubris-fully expecting to be in
Shreveport by April IO-Banks pressed his two corps northward toward
Mansfield through dense forest on a road which amounted to a natural
defile. Taylor had laid his trap welL Debouching from piney woods into
a clearing, the leading elements found a Confederate army they had not
expected. Attacked by Taylor's forces in the late afternoon, Banks' leading
elements reeled backward. only to find behind them a road-bound column
into which trains had been intermingled with troop units, making the defile
a killing ground of the kind attackers dream about. Wagoneers abandon-
ed their animals and wagons-or used the horses and mules for mounts-
effectively blocking organized retreat, and a rout was on. 4
Union casualties were heavy, calculated at 27.8 percent of the numbers
engaged. They came to 113 killed. 581 wounded, and 1,541 missing, of
whom many if not most were killed or wounded. On the Confederate side,
casualties were lighter, although they included a slain division commander.
Alfred Mouton. The total loss was 1,000 killed or wounded. Because there
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is no record, the number of missing is a matter of conjecture. though the
nature of the battle dictates that their number should have been small. 3
Losses were heavy again the next day. when Taylor, in pursuit. was
disappointed with a tactical defeat but a strategic victory at Pleasant Hill,
roughly thirty miles southeast of the first day's fighting. Banks lost 1,369
troopers out of 12,193, a casualty rate of eleven percent, while Taylor's
losses totaled 1,626 out of 12,500 effectives. or thirteen percent. (j
At the end of the second day~ s fighting, Banks' Red River campaign
was over, save for a continued retreat to Alexandria and a political career
that did not encompass the presidency.
All of this was, of course, a part of the "big picture" which Captain
Allen did not - and could not -- know.
Allen's date with Mansfield and Pleasant Hill had been in the mak-
ing long before. Commander of Company A in former Texas Governor
Edward Clark's 14th Texas Infantry, Walker's Texas Division. he was from
nearby Marshall, Texas, and had campaigned laboriously in the swamps
and bayous of southern Louisiana for months. After his defeat for re-
election, Clark, also a Marshall I esident, had organized the 14th Texas
for the war on February 28, 186~,. By that time, Allen had bid farewell
to a brother, E.A. Allen, who in May volunteered for service with the
"Marshall Guards" -later Compll1Y E, 1st Texas Infantry, Hood's Texas
Brigade - the second company iize unit raised in his home town. 7
After a period at home in Marshall, N.S. Allen left to rejoin his com-
mand on September 2, 1863, and began a daily diary which he continued
with infrequent omissions until D(~cember2, 1864. The final poignant en-
try notes that "No diary from above date to close of war-was in com-
mand of Regt at Hempstead, Te:~as, when the Dept was surrendered-
was promoted to Major Oct. 19th, 1864. Arrived home in Marshall June
10th, 1865."8
During the period covered in the diary, Allen learned of the death
(June 4, 1864) of his brother, Lieutenant Allen, in a hospital at Gor-
donsville, Virginia, from a wound suffered in the Battle of the Wilderness
on May 6. Curiously, there is no reference in the diary to his brother's
death, although a clipping of the Marshall Texas Republican's obituary
was found tucked into a pocket it the back of the book.
Allen's diary was discovered by a great-grandson, Douglass Blocker,
in the drawer of an antique desk at Mimosa Hall, the antebellum ancestral
seat of the Webster-Blocker family in eastern Harrison County. Written
in pencil in a small (2 Y2x3 % in,~h) leather-bound "Miniature Diary"
printed in New York City for the; year 1858, the volume is ornamented
on the inside covers by sketches of camp life done by the author. an ac-
complished artist and artisan. Internal evidence indicates that Allen wrote
his entries throughout the day, adding as events occurred.
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The diary entries were made in a small, constricted hand for obvious
reasons and are terse except when events dictated otherwise. Because
soldiers campaigning in the field may be more concerned with weather
than any others, except perhaps for farmers, there are many references
to cold, rain, heat and wet bedding. Allen recorded the vicissitudes of in-
adequate supply, countermanded orders, attacks of illness, and the many
other troubles which beset those in uniformed ranks. Implicit is a quoti-
dian tedium relieved only by mail from home or an occasional assignment
as brigade officer of the day. 9
The following excerpts from Allen's dairy span a part of the Con-
federate retreat from southern Louisiana, the climactic engagement at
Mansfield and Pleasant Hill from which Banks' military and political
career never recovered, and a mission assigned to Allen personally by the
army commander. General Taylor, the architect of a smashing victory.
Monday March 7th 1864
Moved from camp near Marksville at 8 o'clock AM, marched 10 miles
to Bayou De Lack (sic) and camped.
Tuesday 8th
Heavy rain commencing about midnight, raining still in the morn-
ing, reed a letter from wife & one from daughter~ one from Lt. Van Hook.
Sunday 13tb 1864
Recd orders last night at 8 o'clock to be ready to move immediately
- packed up - cooked rations - and slept 'till 4 o'clock this morning
- ordered to load up the wagons and start at daybreak - moved about
sunrise - marched one mile and halted - Enemy reported to be landing
at Simsport - Bivouacked for the night.
Monday 14th
Marched at 7 o'clock in the direction of Mansura - got to Mansura
& found Scurry's Brigade. [Here two pages arc illegibly faint. The diary
resumes with an updated page as follows] drawn up in line of Battle
below the town - formed in line and remained about Y2 hour - ordered
back, marched back in the direction of Bayou De Lac again - skirmishing
going on in our rear, ordered back in the direciton of Mansura, marched
V2 mile and returned to Bayou De Lac - crossed the bayou - and
bivouacked - heavy cannonading all the evening in the direction of Fort
De Russey (sic) -lay on arms with orders to get up at 2 o'clock - waked
up at one o'clock - ordered to get ready to move - rolled up our Blankets
and lay down before the fire again, roused up at Y4 before 3 o'clock again
- found the Bridge on fire - our men still working on it, destroying it.
Tuesday 15th
Marched at 3 o'clock this morning in the direction of Chaneyville
- 1800 Federal Inf & 1000 Cavalry at Marksville10 - took Fort De Russy
last nightII - Passed through Chaneyville and Bivouacked 2 Yl miles
beyond, making 21 miles. ordered to unload the wagons and cook rations
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- half hour afterward, ordered to leave the wagons again - and be ready
to move at a moment's warning -- moved at 5Yz o'clock, feet very sore,
weather very cold - marched 6 miles on the Texas Road and bivouacked
- ordered to cook rations for one day and then load the wagons and be
ready to march, men so worn ou": that few of them cooked anything -
all lay down and went to sleep -, roused up at 2 o'clock - marched at
3 - made 33 miles.
Wedl1 esday 16th
Feet very sore and worn out generally not having slept hardly in three
days, kept on the same road, me'[l giving out all along the road, got On
the Burns ferry road and turned left toward McM( ) - bivouacked
making 26 miles - suffered more from the travelling today than every
before - wagons came in after dark - ordered to march at 4 in the
morning.
Thllrsday 17
Marched at 4 o'clock this morning - feet very sore and worn out
generally - travelled on to Carroll Jones' and Bivouacked making 17
miles 1 2
Friday 18
Lay up today - Train sent to the rear - all the baggage sent off
except one blanket to the man and just what cooking vessels can be made
do with - only one wagon to renain with the Regt. - ordered to cook
one day's ration, ready to move at a moment's warning.
Sat IIrday 19
Nothing of interest going on - no news from the front - lay still
today, looks like rain - men pUlting up shelters, etc. Rained at night.
turned very cold.
Sunday 20th
Ordered to move at 6Y2 o'c1ocl~ this morning - loaded up the wagon
and ready - lay still until 4 o'clock in the P.M., ordered to unload the
wagon and go to cooking. Rained at intervals all night and very cold -
could not sleep having only one blanket - 6 prisoners brought in. 13
Monday 21st
Still showering & very cold -- wind from the E, quiet and very dull
in camp today - hear some cannonading in front - heavy rain at night.
Tue!iday 22nd
Ordered lo send the wagon to the rear at 5 o'clock this morning -
formed in line and loaded guns f(lr a fight - waited some time and then
moved off - got news that OUT Picket had been captured, part of the
2nd La Cavalry and Edgar's Batterly14 - marched in the direction of Fort
Jessup, I S made 23 miles and bivolJ acked on a creek - very sore and worn
out.
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Wednesday 23rd
Moved on two miles and came up with our train - found them
burning all the tents but one to a company - ordered to weigh our bag-
gage and allow each man eight pounds of clothing & one blanket to be
hauled.
Thursday 24th
Ordered on Picket - marched back 6 miles and bivouacked~ terrible
rain today - found quarters in old house - slept very well.
Friday 25th
Cold this morning and looks like rain - heard that Green was ad-
vancing to reinforce us with 13,000 men - nothing from the enemy. 16
Saturday 26th
Relieved today at 12 N by 11th Texas lnfty - marched back to the
old camp & Joined the Brigade, making 6 miles.
Sunday 27th
Fine day - good camping place, furloughing resumed - sent our
Baggage this morning - looks like rain at night.
Monday 28th
Rained this morning at 4 o'clock, looks like there would be more.
Tuesday 29th
Fine morning - rather cool - orders to march at 2 o'clock, moved
according to orders on the Fort Jessup Road, made six miles and
Bivouacked.
Wednesday 30th
Ordered to be ready to move at a moment's notice, moved at 12
o'clock, marched 12 miles and Bivouacked.
Tbursday 31st
Marched at 9~ o'clock, passed Fort Jessup, marched 15 miles &
Bivouacked. Nothing of interest transpired today. 17
Friday April lst
Moved at 6 o'clock this morning toward Pleasant HilI- arrived there
in good time, making seven miles - Bivouacked - men were allowed
to go to the baggage train and get such clean clothing as they needed.
Saturday 2nd
Marched at 8 o'clock on the road to Bayou Pine, made 5 miles and
Bivouacked - heard heavy cannonading in the direction of Grand Ecore
- soon after were ordered to load the wagons and be ready to move at
a moment's notice - moved about Y2 past 5 in the direction of Pleasant
Hill, arrived there after dark - formed in line of Battle and remained
on arms all night - Enemy reported to be advancing. 18
Sunday 3rd
Slept very little last night - windy and cold this morning - drew
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some bacon last night - but no bread stuff - got plenty of meat but
no bread - mached 10 miles in the direction of Mansfield and Bivouacked
- the Enemy Cavalry made a f.ank movement out from Natchitoches
on the Manna road to get in rear of our Pickets and destroy what we had
at Pleasant Hill, but one of Genl Green's Regts of Cavalry and the Val
Verd (sic) Battery were on that r,)ad coming to join us and the Yankees
were driven back. 19
Monday 4
Marched in direction of Mansfield, passed through that place and
camped 7 miles on the Kingston and Shreveport Road, making 18 miles
- very warm & dusty and wate.~ very scarce today - suffered a great
deal with my feet.
Tuesday 5
Lay in Camp - Reserve Bc:.ggage Train came in today - ordered
that one trunk to the company officers would be taken with the Com-
mand and that 1 blanket and a ,;hange of clothing would be hauld for
each man - Train sent to the r ~ar - no news from the front.
Wednesday 6th
Lay in Camp today - no news from the front.
Thursllay 7th 1864
Lay in Camp - nothing of interest going on - heard cannonading
in front late in the Evng.
Fliday 8th
Ordered to move at Day Brea, - moved in the direction of Mansfield,
passed through Mansfield on thc;' road to Pleasant Hill, marched about
3 miles from Mansfield when we found our Cavalry and the Enemy skir-
mishing, formed in line of Battle behind a fence - waited for some time
- then moved further to the left -- stood some time and was then ordered
forward & the Engagement now becoming pretty general - Scurry and
Waul on the right and Polignac on the left and Randal in the Center. About
3 0 I clock Charged the Enemy anc. drove them from their position - kept
on charging at double quick throu,~ the bushes and thick woods for nearly
five miles - where we came up with their train~ One Regt charged and
captured it. I was ordered by Genl Taylor to take charge of the train and
get it to Mansfield as soon as possible and turn it over to Maj Sanders,
Chf Qt Master, went into Mansfield with 182 wagons and ambulances,
2 pieces of artillery and a number of mules and horses. 2o The Command
kept on driving the Enemy before them until night~making about 16 miles
travel. Lt. Rain and F. Wolz of my command wounded - only one man
(W.L. Barrett) in the Regt killed so far as heard from.
Satllrday 9th
Left Mansfield for the Reg! this morning early, reported that they
were about getting another fight r,ear Pleasant Hill, find dead & wounded
all along the road. The Enemy suffered triple as much as we did yester·
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day, terrible fight came off just before night - a great many killed and
wounded on both sides, drove the enemy from their position. John Wale
was killed and we thought that Peter Richardson was killed too, he hav-
ing been shot in the head but he came too again - John Muntz had the
fore finger the right hand taken of£1 1 - we were drawn off the field after
dark and marched back to the Stearn Mill 7 miles for water - our forces
still holding the Battle ground. The Enemy destroyed a great deal and made
a precipitate retreat this Evng, our Cav on their heels - felt very bad after
~etting to camp. As Col Clark was wounded I was in command of the
Aegt - had to turn the Comd over to Capt. Lyle. 21
Sunday 10th
Moved this morning in the direction of Mansfield - very sick today
- rode Col Clark's horseH - camped near Mansfield - reports from
the front say Enemy still retreating.
Monday 11th
Moved on through Mansfield & camped 4 miles on the Shreveport
road where our Train was then in camp. Prisoners still coming in - very
sick still - no surgeon present - all busy in the Hospitals with the
wounded.
Tuesday 12th
Still getting worse, had to lie in bed all the time - nothing of in-
terest transpiring today.
Wednesday 13th
Father and Mr. Locke arrved this morning - still very sick - Mr.
Locke is anxious to get the body of his son. They will start after him in
the morning. 24
Thursday 14th
Moved in the direction of Shreveport - very sick all day - the am-
bulance almost shaking me to pieces - camped. 25
Friday 15th
Moved through Shreveport - crossed the Pontoon Bridge and
camped one mile from Shreveport up the river. Still very sick.
Saturday 16th
Moved in the direction of Minden. Sick all sent to Hospital. I was
sent to Shreveport, but the hospital being all full I was transferred to the
Hospital at Marshall - took passage on a Steam Boat for Jefferson.
Sunday 17tb
Arrived in Jefferson today very sick and worn out - went to the
Hospital and went to bed. Telegraphed Father to come after me.
Monday 18th
Father came after me today & after terrible suffering I arrived home
about midnight.
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Tuesday 19th
Sent for Dr. Madison the P surgeon and commenced taking medicine
from him today. 26
After recovery and recuperation from his unexplained illness, Allen
was fit enough to begin a journey back to his command on July 12, 1864.
At Shreveport he booked passage on a river boat, the I'Anna Perrett,"
for Alexandria. He rejoined the regiment in camp near Alexandria on July
16. His regiment participated in the campaign into Arkansas later in the
year before returning to winter quarters near Minden, Louisiana, where
he recorded on December 2, 1864, that he and his men were "living welP'
in seven cabins built by the soldiers. As previously noted, he had been
promoted to major on October 19, 1864, and was in command of the regi-
ment when the Trans-Mississippi Department was surrendered.
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jections, but whose hasty completion General Taylor ordered. early in March when General
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See Blessington, Walker's Texas Division. p. 175; Johnson, Red Rivt:r LD.mpaign. p. 96.
llCaptured by a squad of Louisiana cavalry at McNatt's Hill. Blessington, Walker's
Texas Division, p. 177.
14Blessington, Red River Campaign, p. 177, places these (osses in the night of March
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company continued a march of twenty-three miles after he wrote his entry. Johnson, Red
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Mower, whose Third Brigade had captured Fort De Russy. Described as a "humiliating
disaster" for the Confederates and a "brilliant coup" by the Federals, the affair deprived
General Taylor of almost all his cavalry when he most needed it. Blessington, Walker's Texa.~
Division, p. 177, placed the losses as "400 of the cavalry, besides the guns and men of Edgar's
Battery. It Johnson, Red River Campaign, p. 97, placed the losses at 250 prisoners, "scores
of horses, and Edgar's four-gun battery,"
"Fort Jessup, located just across the Texas boundary in Louisiana, was a pre~annexation
United States Army post used by Zachary Taylor, General Taylor's father, as a staging area
for troops on their way to Corpus Christi, just prior to the outbreak of the Mexican War.
See Blessington, Walker's Texas Division, p. 178.
16This was the day General Banks' 13th and 19th Corps dosed into Alexandria, com-
pleting the assembly of "an impressive display of military might - the greatest in the history
of the Southwest"; Johnson, Red River Campaign, p. 90. Blessington, Walker's Texas Divi-
sion, p. 178, wrote that while in camp on March 24, word was received that General Tom
Green had crossed the Sabine from Texas with l3,000 cavalrymen "en route to reinforce us."
"Another participant in the campaign recorded in his diary on March 31 that Fritz
Giesecke "told us that Walker's Division had been chased considerably by the Yankees and
that they had taken Alexandria and also that over half of [he Second Louisiana Cavalry
had been taken prisoners." Oscar Hass, ed., "The Diary of Julius Giesecke, 1863-1865,"
Military History of Texas and the Southwest (1938, Number 3), p. 85.
18NatchiLOches fell to the invaders about 2:00 this day. In contrast to Allen's somewhat
casual reference, one writer declared that' 'The whole country, far and wide, was aroused
to the highest pitch of excitement by the retreat of our army. The inhabitants, all along
the route of our retreat, were hurriedly quitting their homes, and f)ying before the approach
of the invader." Blessington, Walker's Texas Division, p. 179.
19According to one authority, brigade commanders were informed that a race was on
to determine whether Walker's division or the enemy should reach Pleasant Hill first. The
division was formed, and regimental commanders received orders to double-quick their
regiments the five miles to Pleasant Hill. See Blessington, Walker's Texas Division, p. 170.
The Valverde Battery was organized early in 1862 and was commanded originally by Cap-
tain Joseph D. Sayers, later governor of Texas. When Sayers was promoted to assistant
adjutant of [he Fifth Texas Cavalry, he was succeeded in command of the battery by T.D.
Nettles. The battery was assigned to the First Artillery Battalion in 1864. Harold B. Simp-
son, ed., Marcus J. Wright, Texas in the War, 1862-1865, (Hillsboro, 1965), p. 5-6.
lOGenerai Taylor, in his official report of the battle. reported the capture of "about"
2,000 prisoners, twenty pieces of artillery, 200 wagons and "thousands" of small arms. Bless-
ington, Walker's Texas Division, p. 192. Johnson, Red River Campaign, p. ] 41, places the
losses at "Many small arms, twenty pieces of artillery, at least 156 government-owned wagons
and close to 1,000 horses and mules."
II Perhaps because of illness or fatigue, Allen does not identify all the Harrison County
residents who were killed or wounded in the first day's fighting. Others included Captain
Gil McKay, George H. Adkins, and Clinton Locke killed. and R. Watk.ins, R.W. Jennings,
R. Wilson and T.P. Hawley, wounded. W.W. Hcartsill, Fourteen Hundred and 91 Days
in the Confederate Army, (Marshall, Texas, 1876; reprint, Jackson, Tennessee, 1954; reprint,
Wilmington, North Carolina, 1988), p. 200.
12Captain Sam J. Lyle commanded Company K, 14th Texas Infantry. Blessington,
Walker's Texas V;vision, p. 53.
HThe use of Colonel Clark's horse apparently served a two-fold purpose. It provided
Allen with transportation, and it also secured the horse for Clark's use later.
141t was not unusual, especially if the battlefield was nearby, as Marshall was, for family
members to search for sons and brothers and to return them or their bodies home.
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llThe "ambulance" of the Civil War was little more than a covered spring wagon. It
was reported that General T.J. (Stonewall) Jackson suffered similarly when he was removed
from the field after being wounded.
l6Marshall was a major sub-headquarters of the Trans-Mississippi Department at Shreve-
pOrt. Located in Marshall were important ordnance works, a chemical laboratory, a hat
factory, a post hospital, quartermaster warehouses, and the Trans-Mississippi Department's
civilian postal service. Allen was treated by the post hospital surgeon.
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THE SWAMP ANGELS: A HISTORY OF SPAIGHT'S
11TH BATTALION, TEXAS VOLUNTEERS,
CONFEDERATE STATES ARMY
by W. T. Block
"And with the united efforts of the Swamp Angels, we succeeded,"
Sergeant H.N. Connor wrote affectionately of his unit, Spaight's Texas
Battalion, in 1863, when his comrades were faced with the prospect of
no retreat and either' 'capture or be captured." Connor was writing about
the 600 Confederate soldiers of Southeast Texas who were not destined
to share the same glories of battle valor that Lieutenant R.W. "Dick"
Dowling and his Davis Guards did. And although they fought in a number
of battles and skirmishes, many more of the Swamp Arigels were destined
to die of yellow fever, dysentery, or measles than ever met their fate at
the hands of their Northern enemies.
At first glance, the reader who is knowledgeable about Confederate
Army history might ask, "Why Spaight's Battalion? Why not Colonel
Ashley W. Spaight's Twenty-First Texas Regiment?" Actually, Spaight's
Regiment only had regimental status during the last five months of the
Civil War. Moreover, the new regiment added four companies, formerly
of Griffin's Battalion, who were from Tarrant County, which radically
changed the complex of the unit from a battalion of Southeast Texans
from a few adjacent counties. Also. it transferred the artillery unit, Com-
pany B, to Bates' Thirteenth Regiment, although the cannoneers remained
in garrison at Fort Manhassett, Sabine Pass, until the war ended. In
addition, the regiment as a unit was never committed to battle.
Two diaries of Spaight's Battalion have survived and the writer will
cite from them frequently. One, "The Diary of Captain George W.
O'Brien. 1863," was serialized in the Southwestern Historical Quarterly
in 1963, and later was published in book form by its editor. Cooper K.
Ragan of Houston. Another, the unpublished Diary of First Sergeant H.N.
Connor, is owned by Dr. Haskell Monroe of the University of Missouri.
O'Brien commanded Company E of the battalion, and Sergeant Connor
was first sergeant of cavalry Company A. Two sets of memoirs were writ-
ten by Captain K.D. Keith, who commanded artillery Company B. The
first set of memoirs appeared in print as "Military Operations, Sabine
Pass." in Burke's Texas Almanac and Immigrant's Guide For 1883,
published in Houston. Keith, a Sabine Pass cotton merchant, went blind
while writing his second set of memoirs, completing them only until
September 1863, but they remain the best source of information about
the Swamp Angels, as these Confederates styled themselves, of Spaight's
Battalion and wartime Sabine Pass between 1861 and 1863.
Spaight's Battalion had its origins on April 20, 1861, when the citizens
W. T. Block lives in Nederland, Texas.
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of Sabine Pass mustered a I02-man militia company for ninety days, the
Sabine Pass Guard~ organized under the State Act of February 15, 1858. I
This occurred several days before news of the attack on Fort Sumter, South
Carolina, reached Sabine Pass. The Sabine Pass Guard marched about
on the prairie, but nothing else was accomplished by them except the
building of old Fort Sabine, which was destroyed in September 1862. In
May 1861, Jefferson County expended $2,000 to build the fort. 2 Keith
and others obtained two eighteen-pound cannons in Galveston, two thirty-
two-pound guns and some solid shot in Houston, and for the next month,
the militiamen studied the artillery manuals in preparation for the defense
of Fort Sabine. 3
In July 1861, the ninety-day enlistments of the Sabine Pass Guard
expired. Most of the men re-enlisted into two companies, one of them
an artillery company, again known as the Sabine Pass Guard, captained
by James B. Likens, a Sabine Pass attorney. The remainder enlisted in
a cavalry company, the Ben McCulloch Coast Guard, raised by Dr. James
H. Blair, a Sabine physician. This company became Company A of both
Likens' Battalion and its successor, Spaight's Battalion, and after
December 1, 1861~ was captained by O.M. Marsh, a West Point graduate.
These companies were mustered into the state militia for one year, and
in 1862, K.D. Keith was elected captain of Co. B.4
In September 1861, Captain Likens visited General PaulO. Hebert's
headquarters in Galveston, where he was promoted to major and author-
ized to raise Likens' Sixth Battalion of state militia. Likens' unit at Sabine
Pass was to consist of Likens' cavalry Company A, soon to be commanded
by Captain Marsh; Captain Blair's artillery Company B, soon to be cap-
tained by Keith; infantry Company C of Newton County, commanded
by Captain Josephus S. Irvine, a veteran of the Battle of San Jacinto;
and infantry Company D of Tyler County, commanded by Captain W.1.
Spurlock. 5
Life at Sabine Pass during the fall of 1861 was dull and filled with
monotonous close-order drill on the salt grass prairies for several sixteen-
year-old soldiers who longed for action. E.!. Kellie, a Jasper, Texas, politi-
cian, wrote that "we drilled on the prairie for about six months, H after
which "six of us under age, who wanted to see a fight, packed up our
duds ... went up to Jasper, H and joined Captain R.H. Norsworthy's com-
pany. Kellie and his friends arrived on the Shiloh battlefield one day before
the battle began. 6
Captain Keith described life in Company B and the building of Fort
Sabine and its barracks out of logs and rough lumber from the abandoned
sawmill, and gunnery practice as the farm boys learned a new way of life.
Sergeant Connor described life in Company A as the cavalry troopers built
fourteen barracks and stables five miles west of Sabine Pass, guarded the
beaches, rode as messengers and patrols to Beaumont and High Island,
and received as armament 120 carbines from the Confederate command
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in Galveston. 7
In February and March 1862, two more companies became a part
of Likens' Battalion. Captain George W. O'Brien had been discharged
because of illness from the Army of Northern Virginia. After his recovery,
he raised infantry Company E at Beaumont, built Camp Spindletop,
located about four miles southwest of the "sawdust city," and drilled and
marched out on the prairies near Beaumont. Captain Ashley Spaight had
raised a cavalry company of militia in Liberty and Chambers counties,
known as the Moss Bluff Rebels, and with their assignment to it, Major
Likens' command became a battalion of six companies. 8 Also in March
1862, Likens' Battalion was mustered into the Confederate Army for the
duration of the war. 9
In June 1862, the last major command shakeup occurred when Major
Likens was promoted and authorized to raise a regiment of Texas cavalry.
Captain Spaight was promoted to lieutenant colonel of the new Spaight's
Eleventh Battalion, and Captain Irvine of Company C was elected major
and executive officer. Lieutenant W. B. Duncan of Liberty was elected the
new captain of Company F, and Lieutenant W.C. Gibbs was elected to
replace Irvine of Company C.1O
During the ensuing years, time would determine the whereabouts of
the battalion in almost even years. During the years 1862 and 1864, the
headquarters of Spaight's Battalion was at the quartermaster depot known
as Beaumont Post, while the infantry and cavalry companies were sta-
tioned at Camp Spindletop, Sabine Pass, Beaumont, or Orange, where
often the soldiers were detailed to guard government-owned cotton at the
latter two points. One exception came in the spring of 1864 when Colonel
Spaight's cavalry and infantry were stationed at Niblett's Bluff, Louisiana
north of Orange, Texas, to counter Federal incursions up the Calcasieu
River and support General Richard Taylor's movements in North
Louisiana.
During all of 1863, Spaight's infantry and cavalry were stationed for
a short time in Houston and for the next eight months in central Loui-
siana under General Taylor's command. During 1865, by which time the
unit had reached regimental status, Spaight's infantry and dismounted
cavalry, except Captain O'Brien's Company E, were stationed in Houston
and Galveston until they were moved by train to Beaumont Post for
discharge on May 24, 1865. Spaight's artillery Company B remained at
Sabine Pass almost throughout the war. The cannoneers were at Fort
Sabine until September 24, 1862, were removed to Fort Grigsby at Port
Neches until January 15, 1863, and were back at Sabine Pass at either
Forts Griffin or Manhassett from October 1863, until the war ended. For
nine months of 1863, half of Company B were assigned as gunners aboard
the cottonclad gunboat Uncle Ben in Sabine Lake, while the remainder
were detached under Lieutenant James Cassidy to man artillery aboard
the cottonclad John F. Carr in Matagorda Bay. II
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During July 1862, the British steamer Victoria entered Sabine Pass
carrying a load of munitions and an unwanted stowaway, the dreaded
"yellow jack." Within a month, a particularly virulent form of yellow
fever had afflicted almost 300 soldiers and civilians at Sabine Pass. As
the victims began to die, the remainder of Sabine's residents, about 600
persons, fled inland, some taking the disease with them to Beaumont and
Orange. By September 1, all but fourteen men of Company A and six-
teen of Company B had contracted the disease. and at least forty or more
soldiers and perhaps as many as 100 civilians died of the disease, with
victims having about one chance in two of surviving. As late as October
20, people were still dying of yellow fever at Sabine Pass, Orange, and
Beaumont. Sergeant Connor of Company A noted in his diary that his
convalescing soldiers had to nurse and bury civilians, and Captain Keith
of Company B added in his memoirs - "our principal business was to
bury the dead." 12
Almost nothing is known of the names of those who died, for no
muster roll, except for Company A, is available for that year. Keith wrote
that two of his officers, Lieutenants Goodnoe and Concannon, died of
the fever at the Pass as well as Lieutenant R.J. Parsons, the battalion
quartermaster. Also, fourteen enlisted men of Company A died of yellow
fever at Sabine Pass. 13
Colonel Spaight, who was on court martial assignment in Houston,
sent Assistant Surgeons George Holland and A.J. Hay and a team of
nurses to Sabine to treat patients and report on the extent of the epidemic.
Surgeon Holland wrote that as of September 1, twenty-five of forty af-
flicted soldiers had died of the disease, and more were expected to die.
Order No. 205 of the Houston Sub-Military District quarantined Sabine
Pass and cut off all communications and supplies to and from the seaport.
On September 15, a town delegation protested the quarantine, stating that
only five days' supplies were on hand and no more could be expected.
Ten days later, Houston residents contributed $695 to purchase medicines
and supplies for the stricken community.14
As a result, Colonel Spaight furloughed the able-bodied members of
his battalion for two weeks and ordered them to concentrate at the
"Cowpens," near present-day Nederland, on their return. But some
members of companies A and B were convalescing at Sabine Pass and
were unable to travel. and some were former sailors and had no home
other than Sabine Pass, with no place to go. While the furlough was in
progress, a second disaster struck the town. Union Lieutenant Frederick
Crocker's squadron consisting of the steam gunboat Kensington, the mor-
tar schooner Henry James, and the United States schooner Rachel Seaman,
entered the Sabine estuary and began shelling Fort Sabine. However, the
squadron remained out of range of the fort's guns, and Captain Keith's
gunners could only shake their fists and curse the Federals who felt no
compulsion to endanger their lives and ships by sailing closer to the fort. 1.1
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With less than twenty-five men from two companies fit for duty, the
fort, then under Major Irvine, returned the fire, but the range of their
guns was much too short. At nightfall, Captain O'Brien arrived by train
from Beaumont with thirty men, all of them convalescing fever victims.
Both Keith and O'Brien proposed to remain and fight, but Major Irvine
ordered the guns spiked and buried, all stores removed, and the Con-
federates evacuated on the last train to leave Sabine Pass during the Civil
War. Soon afterward the Federals burned the railroad bridge over Taylor's
Bayou. 16
Colonel Spaight reassembled his battalion at the "Cowpens," at
Camp Spindletop, and two companies, A and E, camped out near Sabine
Lake at present-day Port Arthur. Units of companies C and D guarded
the railroad bridge at Beaumont and government-owned cotton and
quartermaster stores at Beaumont Post and at Orange. Union Lieutenant
Crocker's squadron then occupied Sabine Lake and Pass, burned the
railroad bridge, Fort Sabine, the artillery barracks, and the depot, all at
Sabine, but they generally avoided the town because of the epidemic.
Crocker armed a steamboat, Dan, captured in the Calcasieu River, with
a thirty-pound rifled Parrott gun, and left the little steamer and Rachel
Seaman to guard Sabine Lake and Pass, where they harassed both soldiers
and civilians at every opportunity. On one occasion, Dan shelled the
soldiers encamped near Taylor's Bayou, but no casualties resulted. 11
On October 2, Colonel Spaight sent an urgent appeal to Houston for
guns and equipment to fortify the Sabine and Neches rivers. The next day
Major Julius Kellersberg, a Confederate engineer, arrived with men and
equipment. He constructed Fort Grigsby at Port Neches and another fort
at the mouth of the Sabine River. On October 18, Company B occupied
Fort Grigsby to man its two twenty-four-pound batteries and remained
there for three months. For about three weeks there was no activity on
Lake Sabine except the movements of the enemy vessels, and Captain Keith
recorded, "We remained at Fort Grigsby quietly." 1 8
Colonel Spaight ordered cavalry Company A back to Sabine Pass
to keep the range cattle driven inland from the Pass to preclude their use
by the Federals as a food supply. On October 20, 1862, thirty troopers
were concealed in high grass near Winegate's Sawmill when Dan steamed
up the Pass, towing the Velocity. The Confederates fired four carbine
volleys at Dan, and in turn, were fired at with grape and cannister shot
by Dan's artillerists. The next day, a detachment from Dan came ashore
with a six-pound boat howitzer and burned $150,000 of saw and planing
mills, houses and stacked lumber, as well as Company A's cavalry bar-
racks and stables west of the town. 19
The horsemen of Company A immediately singled out Dan as their
special target for mischief and revenge. To even the odds, they contributed
$500 of personal funds to purchase a wheeled, six-pound cannon (promptly
dubbed"Aunt Jane") and solid shot in Houston, but the gun was still no
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match for the thirty-pound Parrott gun on the steamer, which had five
times the fire power.
In the meantime, the Federals captured Galveston Island, and a new
Confederate general arrived in Houston to command the Texas military
district. Immediately, General J. B. Magruder planned for the recapture
of Galveston and the breaking of the blockade at Sabine Pass by outfit-
ting and arming of two cottonclad steamboats, Uncle Ben and Josiah Bell,
at an Orange shipyard. After two unsuccessful attempts, nine troopers
of Company A rowed up to Dan during a dense fog on the night of January
8t 1863, and they set fire to the steamer with fifty blazing, pine knot tor-
ches, which they threw onto the decks and sidewheel paddles. Then they
watched gleefully as the hated gunboat burned to the waterline and sank
at its anchorage at the Sabine lighthouse. When his schooner sprang a
leak and needed repairs, Union Lieutenant Quincy Hooper anchored the
Federal schooner Rachel Seaman offshore at a point five miles from the
Sabine bar. Thus t the Federal occupation of Sabine Lake had ended, but
two other Union gunboats, Morning Light and Velocity, took up posi-
tions off the bar after the Rachel Seaman left. 20
On January 15, 1863, Captain Keith of Company B received orders
to leave Fort Grigsby and proceed to Orange, where his new assignment
was to man the two twelve-pound cannon aboard the cottonc1ad Uncle
Ben. As soon as Keith arrived in Orange, he soon encountered the man
he would grow to loathe. Major O.M. Watkins had been sent from
Houston by General Magruder to command the Sabine Pass expedition
to break the blockade, but the major's greatest challenge was to remain
intoxicated throughout the affair. Keith's gunners went aboard Uncle Ben,
and Captain Odium's Company F, First Texas Heavy Artillery, were
assigned to the single sixty-four-pound rifled cannon aboard Josiah Bell.
Members of the Swamp Angels and Pyron's Regiment drew straws to see
who would go aboard and serve as sharpshooters aboard the gunboats. 21
At daylight on January 21, 1863 t the plucky cottonclads steamed out
of the Sabine Pass t prepared to engage the blockade ships Morning Light
and Velocity in battle. The three Confederate guns were going up against
twelve guns on the blockaders. nine thirty-two-pound guns on Morning
Light and three twelve-pound guns on Velocity. The former, a large, three-
masted, square-rigged ship, and Velocity hoisted all sails in an effort to
escape, but the breeze was not sufficient to fill their sails. However the
chase lasted two hours and twenty-seven miles at sea, and as the distance
narrowed to two and one-half miles, four shells from Josiah Bell explod-
ed on Morning Light, killing and wounding several and destroying one
gun. Later, when Confederate musketry forced the gun crews from the
decks, both blockaders surrendered. 22
Prize crews brought the captured ships to port, but the 9OO-ton Morn-
ing Light, because of its sixteen-foot draft, was anchored outside the
bar by order of the inebriated major. Keith and Captain Peter Stockholm t
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both experienced bar pilots, pleaded that they be allowed to kedge the
prize ship across the bar with the help of the steamers, but Major Watkins,
"using language unfit to print," refused. them the opportunity to try. Keith
begged to put his Company B artillerists aboard as they could defend the
ship from attack, but again, Watkins refused, allowing only some of the
Company A cavalrymen to remain aboard. As. a result, Morning Light
had to be burned the following day when the Federal gunboats Cayuga
and New London arrived on the scene. Besides the nine cannon aboard,
Morning Light had 200 barrels of pork and other food, 200 tons of shells,
munitions, and supplies aboard, as well as 400 tons of badly-needed pig
iron as ballast in her hold. Keith concluded that "if Magruder were so
foolish as to send such a thing as that (Watkins) to command, the whole
thing could go!" 23
After the offshore battle, General Magruder gradually began the
transfer of Colonel W.H. Griffin's Battalion from Galveston to Sabine
Pass, and the movement of Colonel Spaight's cavalry and infantry (five
companies) to Virginia Point opposite Galveston Island. On May 1, Col-
onel Spaight received countermanding orders to proceed to central Loui-
siana to reinforce General Richard Taylor's army, which at that moment
was harassing a retreating army of Federals, about 15~OOO men under
General Nathaniel Banks. Colonel Spaight's troops became a part of the
commands of three other Texas commanders, General Tom Green's
brigade, Colonel R. Major's brigade, and Colonel J.W. Speight's brigade,
whose Fifteenth Texas Regiment was a part of the brigade he temporarily
commanded. Many historians of the Texas Confederates have confused
this similarity of names. Although their names, Speight and Spaight, were
pronounced the same (spate), Colonel l.W. Speight's Fifteenth Regiment
was from McLennan County. Colonel Spaight~s companies were engag-
ed in a number of engagements and skirmishes, altogether more than twen-
ty, during the next six months, the most important of them being the Battle
of Fordoche Bayou, fought on September 29, and the Battle of Bayou
Bourbeau, fought on November 3, 1863. 24
Only one set of muster rolls of Spaight's Battalion are known to sur-
vive. About 1965, Cooper K. Ragan~ attorney and historian of Houston,
copied the six muster rolls which are in the Spaight's Battalion jacket
(Record Group 109, File 174, Confederate Records) in the National Ar-
chives. The musters show eighty-six men enrolled in Company A; 117 in
Company B; 137 in Company C; 119 in Company D; 127 in Company
E; and eighty-five in Company F; total for battalion, 681 men. 2~ Of about
fourteen men who died of disease in Company A and appear on Sergeant
Connor's personal muster roll, only seven of them also appear on the bat-
talion muster roll. Also, Connor listed about ten deserters who do not
appear on the battalion jacket rolls. and none of the late enlistees after
1863, such as Valentine Wiess, are on it. Connor recorded that 180 men
had served in Company A at one time or another during the war. 26 The
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battalion muster rolls show a total of twenty-four deserters for three com-
panies, most of them occurring in Louisiana in 1863, but the final tally
was probably nearer to seventy-five. 27
O'Brien's and Connor's diaries tell a less interesting side of the Civil
War, a saga perhaps short of gunsmoke, but long on personal endurance,
hardships, the constantly wet or freezing weather, rampant illness, and
death most often at the hands of nature. O'Brien's company suffered most-
ly from dysentery, and four of his men died. During much of October
and December of 1863, O'Brien wrote of his troops slogging and even
camping in water ankJe-deep or more, with nothing to eat and temperatures
hovering near the freezing mark. 28
Sergeant Connor also wrote much about the saga without gunsmoke.
In August 1863, he wrote that there "was much sickness among us -
nearly all down at once - only four men fit for duty." Later, he wrote
that "while we were at Vermillion (La.) the first time, several of our com-
pany died of measles." In October 1863, he wrote that "we have had
nothing to eat for two days."
Connor wrote endlessly about the rain and the cold. In January 1864,
he noted in his diary: "Reached Liberty (Tx.) today, frozen out. Yester-
day it was so cold we could not travel, horses, saddles, blankets, clothes
all frozen stiff. One man frozen to death. Today the ice on the ponds held
the weight of our horses without cracking, causing them to slide and fall,
injuring them severely." Between December 10-29, 1863, so Connor noted,
it only stopped raining twice, in order to freeze and start sleeting. Cap-
tain Gibbs' Company C reported six dead of illness and a total of thirty-
seven sick during the Louisiana campaign, presumably of measles since
most of them, like Connor's men. died at Vermillion. 29
Upon reaching central Louisiana in May 1863, Colonel Spaight's three
infantry companies (C, D, and E) were attached to Colonel J.W. Speight's
brigade, and the two cavalry companies (A and F) to Colonel Major's
cavalry brigade. General Taylor's Confederates in Louisiana usually
numbered around 8,000 men, of which about 2,300 were under General
Tom Green, Union General Nathaniel Franklin's retreating army was
usually numbered at about 15,000 men, with occasional estimates as high
as 25.000. On the night of September 28, 1863, Green's and Speight's
brigades crossed the Atchafalaya River, and on the 29th attacked the
isolated Nineteenth Iowa and Twenty-Sixty Indiana regiment at Stirling
Plantation on Fordoche Bayou. Green led a frontal assault, while Speight's
brigade of infantry attacked from the rear. Colonel Ashley Spaight's bat-
talion of three companies attacked through a sugar cane field, reaching
an opening around the sugar mill, where most of Company E's bitterest
fighting took place. Companies A and F were in reserve and saw no ac-
tion since Major's cavalry was detailed to guard the pathway of retreat
or escape route in case the attack went badly.30
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Both Union regiments, numbering about 460, surrendered intact after
a lively battle and 150 Union killed and wounded in addition to prisoners.
Confederate casualties in Speight's Brigade were twenty-nine killed and
seventy-four wounded, of whom nine killed and ten wounded were from
Spaighfs Battalion, who according to one report lost the highest pro rata
percentage of men, one-seventh. Privates J.P. Irvine (son of Major Ir-
vine) and A.F. Inman were killed in Company C; Captain Spurlock and
Privates D.B. Harvill, J. Moody, and W. McKinney of Tyler County were
killed in Company C.; and from O'Brien's Company E, Privates Sam
McKee, J.A. Willis, and l.A. McFaddin. all of Beaumont, were killed.
One Nineteenth Iowa officer noted: "The Rebels got everything we had
except our clothes. lt31
A month later, General Tom Green attacked the rearguard of the
Union column, General S. Burbridge's brigade of 1,625 men. at Bayou
Bourbeau, seven miles south of Opelousas, La. Again, it amounted to
a Union rout, who sustained losses of 154 killed and wounded and 562
men captured. along with a wagon train of supplies. Confederate losses
of 180 killed, wounded, and missing were born principally by the Rebel
infantry, but Spaight's Battalion fared much better than others, apparently
not making contact with the enemy force until their surrender was under-
way. However, Connor wrote in his diary that Company A helped chase
the Union cavalry all the way back into the town of Vermillionville. 32
Spaight's Battalion returned to Texas because General Tom Green's
brigade was ordered back to deal with a Union invasion at Brownsville
in November 1863. Altogether, Company A had participated in twenty
Louisiana battles and skirmishes, so Sergeant Connor noted, only two of
which were battles and the other eighteen were skirmishes. 13
On the return to Texas, some of Spaight's troops were permitted to
return to their homes for a visit, but they soon reassembled at Beaumont
Post, with individual companies scattered from Sabine Pass to Niblett's
Bluff, La. After the Battle of Sabine Pass in September 1863, Company
B was reassigned from the cottonclad Uncle Ben to garrison duty at Fort
Griffin to man the additional guns captured aboard the disabled gunboats
Sachem and Clifton. As of December 1863, Company B still shared Fort
Griffin with Lieutenant Dowling and the Davis Guards who were soon
reassigned to Galveston. Company B remained at either Fort Griffin or
Fort Manhassett until the war ended, although that unit had been reas-
signed by then as Company I, Bates' Thirteenth Regiment, in November
1864. 34
By April 1864, the headquarters and five companies of Spaight's Bat-
talion were back at Niblett's Bluff, La., while General Franklin was making
his last offensive stab and enduring his most enbarrassing defeats at the
Battles of Sabine Crossroads and Pleasant Hill, La., between April 8 and
12, 1864. At almost the same instant, there was a Federal incursion into
the Calcasieu River, when the Federal gunboat Wave anchored there on
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April 24 and was followed three days later by the arrival of the Union
gunboat Granite City. When Colonel W.H. Griffin telegraphed Con-
federate headquarters in Houston, he was notified to "attack the small
force at Calcasieu and disperse, defeat, and capture the expedition. "~5
Colonel Spaight dispatched companies A, C, D and E to Colonel Grif-
fin's command at Sabine Pass, after which Spaight rode with the remainder
of the battalion, principally Captain Duncan's Company F of cavalry,
to safeguard Confederate cotton, steamboats, and blockade-runners at
Lake Charles. l6
On May 4, 1864, Colonel Griffin ferried seven companies of infan-
try, one battery of artillery, and thirty cavalrymen, altogether perhaps 300
men, from Sabine Pass to Johnson's Bayou, Louisiana, and then began
the 38-mile trek to the Calcasieu Pass, where the battle of the same name
commenced at daylight on May 6. Surprise was complete, but the Con-
federates had to fight on the open prairie with no concealment of any kind.
Encumbered by anchors, no steam pressure up, and the accurate Con-
federate musketry~ the Union Bluejackets put up a spirited defense for
ninety minutes before surrendered. Creuzbauer's Battery struck both
vessels with a total of sixty-five exploding artillery shells, which left the
gunboats complete wrecks. Of the fourteen Confederates killed in the bat-
tle, only one, Jackson Risinger of Company D, was from Spaight's
Battalion. 37
The spoils of victory included sixteen guns, ten of which were twenty-
four-pound Dahlgrens, 166 prisoners, 450 cattle and horses stolen by the
Jayhawkers, and large quantities of stores and munitions. Colonel Grif-
fin quickly removed all Confederates from Louisiana except Company
A, the prisoners, and some guns and stores via the beach road to Sabine
Pass. His decision to leave the cavalrymen of Company A aboard the cap-
tured steamers instead of Creuzbauer's Battery could have proven as fatal
as the drunken Major Watkins' choice to put cavalry aboard the Morning
Light, for by May 10, three Union gunboats were anchored off Calcasieu
Bar, debating whether to shoot their way inland and recapture the
steamers. 38
The Calcasieu battle would be the last action for Spaight's Battalions
or Regiment as it was soon to be known, and was also the last battle for
control of the Texas-Louisiana coastline. Captain O'Brien's Company E
returned to Sabine Post and remained there, except for a short tenure at
Niblett's Bluff, until after the war ended. On May 26, 1864, a seventh
company, Captain Thomas Leonard's Company G of Newton Countys
was added to Spaight's Battalion muster rolls, but like the regiment, it
too never saw any battle action. 39
After Company B was transferred to Bates' Regiment and sent to
Fort Manhassett, at the west end of the Front Ridge at Sabine, in
November 1864, O'Brien's company became the new Company B of the
new Spaightts Twenty.First Texas Regiment by the consolidation with four
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companies of Griffin's Battalion. As the senior officer, Ashley Spaight
was promoted to colonel with Lieutenant Colonel Griffin remaining as
regimental executive officer. And thus, the history of Spaight's Eleventh
Battalion came to an end, for the new regiment of ten companies was never
committed to battle. 40
In January 1865, nine companies of the regiment were transferred
to Confederate headquarters in Houston, where for a time Colonel Spaight
served as post commandant. 41 About April 25, 1865, the regiment was
transferred to Galveston, where it remained for one month, and Ragsdale's
Battalion was shifted to Sabine Pass to replace Spaight's command. 42
About May 22, the 21st Regiment was transferred back to Beaumont Post,
where its companies were discharged on May 24 and 25. 43
Regarding general behavior and conduct, no greater tribute could be
bestowed on soldiers than that rendered by a Houston newspaper on the
occasion of the transfer of Spaight's Regiment to Galveston, as follows:
" ...It is but just that we should say on departure of Colonel A. W.
Spaight that it (the Twenty-first Regiment) is the best disciplined.
quietest. and best disposed body of men we have ever seen among
us. This regiment has been on post duty here for several months, and
during that time, we have not heard of a single depredation commit-
ted by any of its men; we have seen no rowdyism, no drunkenness
... Such a regiment is an honor to its commander and a credit to the
service.... ' '4~
By May 24, both of Sabine's forts had been abandoned, making them,
except for Galveston, the last in the old Confederacy to lower their Rebel
emblems as the soldiers marched away to Beaumont for their military
discharges and a return to civilian life. One historian wrote in his naval
history that" ... only the forts at Sabine Pass were still defiantly held."
Keith's men hastily buried the fourteen cannon, shells, and gunpowder
at Fort Manhassett, and on August 29-31, 1970, the writer was privileged
to help dig up 200 cannon balls there. On May 25, the first Union naval
contingent came ashore after General Lee's surrender, only to find Fort
Griffin abandoned and the guns spiked. 4S Thus, Jefferson County's three
Confederate company commanders, Captains Keith, O'Brien, and O.M.
Marsh, ended the four-year struggle in the same county where they had
mustered their troops.
On May 25, 1865, as First Sergeant R.N. Connor received his
discharge from the Confederate States Army, he made his last entry in
his diary. He spoke for everyone of the Swamp Angels who was return-
ing home, disillusioned and angry, after four long years of slogging mud,
freezing to death, going hungry, and burying comrades who had either
died in action or from disease. Even if Connor failed to pinpoint the ex-
act causes for the Confederacy's defeat, his words are eternal for the bit-
terness they express, as follows:
" ... And with this ends our hopes and efforts to establish a separate,
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independent Republic. And with this surrender, we surrender our
States' Rights' Doctrine, not from moral conviction, but from bayonet
conviction, which outrules all others. Thousands have sealed the strug-
gle with their lives. Wealth has been expended, but "Political Cor-
ruption" (?) has lost to us our dearest rights and hopes for a nation
of Southern people. "46
The story of Spaight's Battalion chronicles four of the hardest years
of the lives of perhaps 800 men, all from the contiguous counties of deepest
Southeast Texas. In defeat, however bitter, they could still hold their heads
up for the most part, proud of their loyalty and service, and to quote an
old adage - "They also serve who only stand and waitH - even if in
ankle-deep water or ice. Perhaps they succeeded more so in their future
civilian pursuits rather than their military, for many of them became the
most promiment sawmillers, merchants, and entrepreneurs that Southeast
Texas has even seen.
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IN REMEMBRANCE
by Pauline Anderson Slovak
The forefathers rest peacefully in this country cemetery where a gentle
breeze sprinkles the fragrance of pink petunias, white gardenias, and green
cedar across the quiet landscape. Mounded graves and marble headstones
gleam in the bright sun during the day and cast eerie shadows at night
as the yellow moon bathes the scene in a soft golden light. Pioneers who
settled the land in the 1800s, leaders who established the first church,
educators who organized the first school, and plain folk who endured hard-
ships and promoted moral and civic virtues lie in this calm setting. This
is the Cooper's Chapel cemetery.
A portion of the approximately seven-acres church, school, and
cemetery lot, located in Titus County in Northeast Texas, I was first set
aside in the middle or late 1800s. According to legend, W.A. Cooper
had no designated spot for burying his farm hands, so he started the
cemetery at what country folk call "the back forty.H The oldest legible
tombstones read: W.A. Cooper, died December 20, 1886; Grandmother
Harvey, died 1886; and Lizzie Dixon, died 1886. Other gravestones ap-
pear older, but those inscriptions are indecipherable. It is logical to assume
that interment ofW.A. Cooper's farm hands preceded his death by some
years.
Many of the tombstones, and markers reflect violent and sad events.
One headstone, an especially tragic reminder, reads, "Little Bertha,
Daughter of l.W.T. & R.A. Kimberlin 1900-1906."
The story concerns a young school girl and her teacher and has been
handed down through the years somewhat like this:
Miss Cora Covey taught grades one, two, and three at Overland
School during that year 1906. Six grades met in the one-room school
house: her three grades at one end, the other grades with another
teacher at the other end. A blackboard covered one wall; six windows
on the opposite wall provided light. A woodburning, flat-topped iron
stove occupied one corner. Sometimes, on cold days, Miss Cora made
soup and hot chocolate for the children; always she doctored skinned
knees and sewed on loose buttons.
One wintry January day, as the cold wind whipped outside and
crept in under the door and around the windows, the children huddled
close to the stove - all except Bertha who had been working arithmetic
problems at her desk for two hours.
Six-year-old Bertha Kimberlin lived a half-mile down the road
on a farm homesteaded by her ancestors. She was friendly and well
liked. She and her best friend, Sarah, were inseparable. Only last sum-
mer, Sarah had accompanied Bertha and her parents on a vacation
to the Ozark Mountains where they explored cool caverns and shopped
for arts and crafts at roadside stands. Today, Bertha had worn her
warmest dress, a wool flannel. It was not new; it was a makeover from
her Aunt Beth; and it was pretty. She wore it with pride. The sleeves
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bloused and the skirts hung full. Now, she was cold, though, and she
left her seat to join Sarah and the group around the warm stove.
Miss Cora stoked and rekindled the fire through the open top.
Jane and Lucy scrunched up to make room and Bertha twisted
sideways to slide nearer the heat. She stretched out both hands above
the coals, turning them over and back, absorbing the warmth. She
glanced across the stove to ask if Sarah could spend the night with
her and did not notice the tongues of flame leap up and lick the full
flannel sleeves that dropped in folds beneath her wrists. In a flash,
sheets of fire swept the length of her arms and seconds later engulfed
the entire surface of her dress; within seconds, she became a human
torch. Bertha screamed in pain and terror as her skin seared and her
face scorched. Her long blonde hair blazed like a haystack. The odor
of singed hair and burning flesh mingled with the smell of hickory
smoke. Some of the children stood rooted in their tracks, speechless;
others cried and screamed, panic stricken. Miss Cora grabbed her
heavy coat from a nail on the wall to throw around the flaming child l
but Bertha jerked out of her reach l raced out the door and down the
gravel road. Howling winds fanned the fire, increasing its intensity.
The blazing torch lunged ahead for a hundred yards then feU to the
ground, sputtering but still burning. Bertha lay unconscious as Miss
Cora flung the coat over her body and finally extinguished all sparks.
The charred blackened body lay sprawled face up on the cold wet
ground, one arm slung out and one folded over her waist. Her legs
protruded straight, the leather soles of her shoes smoldered, and the
skin on her fingers slipped from the bones as Miss Norris touched
Bertha's hand.
Her stomach churned violently and uncontrollable sobs gathered
in her throat as Miss Cora looked at the young face. The wind lifted
a cinder and whirled it high into the sky. She looked across the frozen
water puddles l the brown pasture and field to Bertha's home. The
mother stood at the door with arms open.
Bertha's grave receives special attention by all caretakers. Fresh roses
often adorn her resting place. Quite often when the Cooper's Chapel
cemetery is mentioned. Bertha Kimberlin's tragic death is remembered.
Another grave, one marked with a cedar cross, often piqued the
curiosity of my brother, Charles; and years later, he penned some of his
thoughts in this story:
When I was a young boy of twelve, my dad and I took care of
the cemetery at Cooper's Chapel. This was a small community in the
piney woods of East Texas and there were more people in the cemetery
than there were in the community.
The cemetery was a place of natural beauty. Even as a young
boy, J learned to appreciate its beauty, as I pulled the weeds along
the high fence under the shade of the large oak trees. The limbs of
the oaks crept over the fence to give Dad and me a much wanted shade
as we worked among the graves. Flowers bloomed everywhere, and
a large cedar tree stood like a sentinel in the center of the cemetery.
I attended the little church at the west gate of the cemetery, and my
three-room schoolhouse stood peacefully on a knoll, less than a
hundred yards away.
Many ofthe graves in the cemetery had beautiful expensive marble
monuments, but others were only mounds of dirt that had been kept
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like little tents for as long as I could remember. Dad knew where every
grave belonged, and we could easily reconstruct the mounds when
heavy summer rains washed the soil away.
As I worked with Dad that summer of 1942, I learned many
stories about the people who were buried at Cooper's Chapel. I learned
that Mr. Cooper, an early settler of the community, had given land
for the cemetery over a hundred years before.
I also learned that one of the earliest graves, just north of the
big cedar tree, was the grave of a six-year-old girl. Her clothes had
caught fire from the stove in the schoolroom, and she ran out the
door before anyone could stop her.
There were graves of complete families - I learned from my dad
- wiped out by the typhoid epidemic of 1920. We did not talk about
it much because a newer grave and a more recent typhoid epidemic
had claimed the life of my brother, Lloyd, just the year before. His
grave received special care that summer.
Another grave, however, and the story about it, has held a special
interest for me throughout the years. The grave stood to itself on the
east side of the giant cedar. It was marked with a simple wooden cross
constructed of two cedar limbs. One limb had been sharpened to a
point and driven into the ground.
"Who is this, Dad?" I asked the first time 1 saw the grave.
"Oh, some German, ., he replied. "With the war raging in Europe
now, no one here talks about this grave much."
"Was he a soldier?" 1 questioned, thinking that he might have
been a prisoner here during the first war with the Germans.
"It happened a long time ago," Dad continued, "when many
Germans came to our country to work in the timber. No one knows
his name or even the date that he was buried here at Cooper's Chapel.
It must have been before the turn of the century, as no one around
here remembers it."
"The cross doesn't look that old," I interrupted.
"Anyway," Dad said, "the German was cutting timber over there
on the Kimberlin place when a tree fell and crushed him. They buried
him the next day in an unmarked grave. At least, that is the story
as I have heard it."
"Then, how did the cross get here?" I asked.
Dad thought a minute. "Some say that his buddies from Ger-
many placed it at his grave before leaving our country," he said.
"Others say it was put there by one of our local citizens a few years
later. No one really knows for sure!'
"Do you think he would have wanted to go back to Germany
to be buried?" I asked.
Dad laughed. "No one wants to go anywhere to be buried, but
I suppose most people want to go back to their native land for their
final rest."
"Well, I think he should have been sent home to Germany." I
said.
"Back in those days, they buried people quickly and wherever
convenient," Dad replied, as he mounded the dirt on the German's
grave with his hoc.
"He should have a monument at least," I persisted. "Didn't he
have some people in Germany?"
"News didn't travel fast in those days. Sometime. not at all." Dad
replied. "His people may never have known what happened to mm."
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I bent down and looked closely at the cross, hoping for some
identification. The cedar cross told me nothing.
"Well, the community ought to put up a stone for him," I said,
looking up at Dad.
"With our Cooper's Chapel boys being called up to fight [he Ger~
mans, you'd have a hard time getting it done right now, Son," he
advised. "What would you put on his stone? We don't know his name
or when he died."
Dad and I worked the cemetery together all summer. We hoed
weeds, mounded graves, transplanted flowers, and performed
numerous other jobs needed for keeping the cemetery beautiful. As
tiny cedars were found growing through the earth, Dad would decide
their fate. He chose to save some and others were cut down as we
chopped the weeds.
"The big cedar is over a hundred years old," he said. "We've
got to save some of the little ones to take its place."
Late that summer, while working near the German's grave, I
found a tiny cedar, growing inside a cluster of petunias about six inches
from the cross.
"Can we leave it?" I asked Dad.
uHe looked around a minute. "It's pretty close to the big cedar,"
he said, "but we'll see how it grows."
School started the next week, and I visited the grave only a few
times until the following summer when we worked the cemetery again.
All summer I carefully kept the flowers and weeds away from the tiny
cedar. I took water and poured it often at the roots of the sapling.
I could see very little growth by the end of that summer.
Late in August of 1943, my dad and I worked the cemetery for
our last time. I moved to a new school up the road a few miles that
year and then to a larger school at Mount Pleasant to finish high
school.
Soon afterwards, I entered military service and spent several years
with the occupational forces in Germany. As I traveled through that
country, I sometimes thought of the German grave at Cooper's
Chapel. I wondered if I had come as near to his home in Germany
as he had to mine in America.
Upon leaving the military service, I entered college and settled
several hundred miles from Cooper's Chapel. When I visited my family
in that East Texas community, it was usually for a shoTt time and
I did not go to see the German's grave.
Some summers ago, however, I visited the cemetery again to see
the grave of one of my relatives. This was many years after I had
worked there as a boy. Everything seemed strange and different to
me now.
As we drove up to the cemetery, I could see that the schoolyard
had been taken in by the cemetery fence. The school had been gone
for a number of years.
"Where's the big cedar?" I asked my mother.
"Oh, it blew down last year," she replied, "but we have several
other cedars just as pretty."
"Mother," I asked, ~'where's the German's grave?·'
"Over there," she pointed, "near the largest cedar."
"Is the cross still at his grave?" I Questioned, hoping that it was.
"It was last spring during Memorial Day Service," she said, as
we walked into the cemetery.
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"Here it is," Mother remarked, as we stopped underneath the
giant cedar.
I looked at the great branches which hovered over us and my
eyes followed the trunk of the tree until its bark disappeared into the
soil at the grave. Someone had taken a hoe and pulled fresh dirt onto
the grave, pressing it into a solid mound ... And then - I saw the cross.
Nestled at the roots of the big cedar, the small wooden cross had
been almost swallowed up by the trunk.. Its roots had grasped the cross
and held it firmly near the body of the tree. Parts of the cross were
already firmly inside the tree trunk.
I stood for a minute, looking at the cross and the cedar. My mind
wandered back to the day that Dad had decided the fate of that tree.
I knew it had been a hard decision for him because my older brother
was involved in the war with Germans at the very time that Dad had
chosen to let the cedar grow.
"He'll have a permanent monument now," I muttered to myself.
"What did you say. Dad?" my younger son asked.
"Oh, nothing," I replied. "I was just admiring this cedar tree."
I stood for a few minutes, gazing at the big cedar with the tiny
cross at its roots. My eyes suddenly filled with tears, for I knew the
stranger had become one of us now, and the small cross and the giant
cedar would never let us forget our Germany friend at Cooper's
Chapel.
by Charles G. Anderson1
Snyder, Texas
(Published by Good Old Days Magazine in 1982)
Yet another tall and stately monument near the center of the cemetery
marks the peaceful spot for a twenty-one year old youth killed in the prime
of his life. He left a young sweetheart. As long as she lived, she placed
beautiful bouquets on his grave at every Decoration Day. When I was
a romantic teenager, I visited this grave especially to see what spring tlorals
had been placed in his memory. I was never disappointed and have forever
been reminded of a faithful and special kind of love.
Another gravestone records the birth and death of one man who died
under extremely peculiar circumstances. The headlines of the paper in
March 1983 screamed "man frightened to death." The sixty-nine year old's
heart stopped when two criminals broke into his isolated rural home with
an axe.
Throughout my childhood, Theard story after story of strange events,
as I am sure is true of any community. Here a mother and her child are
entombed in one casket. The husband/father who was driving the car in
which they died became an alcoholic and later died in a fire under
mysterious circumstances.
We don't really know when the cemetery originated nor when the
church house was built. Fire destroyed the Titus County Courthouse
records in 1895. Later, in 1911, when W.A. Cooper deeded four acres
to the Cooper's Chapel Church and Grave Yard, he noted "includes two
acres previously deeded. "3 This surely refers to lands deeded and recorded
prior to the fire. The first church building - one room - was constructed
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before 1913. A deed at that time shows two acres of the original four (and
building) designated specifically for the Cooper's Chapel Church of
Christ. 4 The men folk of the community later added a front porch.
1.T. Anderson and wife deeded one acre to the "Coopers Chapel
Christian Church" in 1915. 5 In 1964, the trustees transferred a portion
of this lot (.8 of an acre) to B.R. Holland. 6 The cemetery expanded fur-
ther in 1969 when Carl Johnson conveyed a strip of land for cemetery use. 7
Services in the Church of Christ building ceased in 1980 when the
last minister, Elbert Blackmon, moved his family to Oklahoma. The one-
room structure now belongs to the cemetery trustees. In 1981, the trustees
of the Cooper's Chapel Church of Christ conveyed the one-room struc-
ture and land to trustees of "Cooper's Chapel Cemetery. Hg
In 1990, Carl Johnson again transferred land~ and at the same time,
the Cemetery Association deeded to him a portion of land west of a Farm-
to-Market Road, land that came from original school property.IO
In addition to real estate designated for church and cemetery use.
the acreage also includes land first specified for the Overland School. In
1904, J. R. Ellis deeded 2Vi acres to the Overland School Community."
When the school consolidated around 1950, Willie Banks purchased the
building and resold it to Mr. and Mrs. Ted Gray. who used the materials
to build a home. The cemetery extended its boundaries to include the school
property. However. I could find no record of a legal transfer. The 1990
transaction between Carl Johnson and the Cemetery Association for a
small portion of that land refers only to the original deed from J .R. Ellis. 12
The total cemetery area includes about seven acres: the original four
from W.A. Cooper, most of the two and one-half from Overland School.
and measured but unspecified acreage from Carl Johnson.
During those early years, families of the community worshiped, at-
tended school. and buried their loved ones in a proximity of some five
or six hundred feet. To preserve the natural beauty and maintain proper
care of the cemetery, relatives and friends gathered at least once a year
to work the cemetery and adorn the graves with abundant blossoms. At
some point in time, the Saturday before the second Sunday in May was
designated. The men brought hoes and rakes to clean before the women
placed their flowers. At noon, a bountiful lunch filled the plank tables.
Families traveled many miles in wagons; and to be there early, some spent
the night with relatives who lived close by. Others left home before
daybreak, the small children often asleep on pallets in the wagon bed.
Wagon load after wagon load of families would arrive before ten in the
morning. The cooks packed the food in wash tubs and presented their
special dishes on that day. One family always saved a cured ham for the
occasion; another would plant English peas and potatoes early enough
to bring the first ones of the season and of course be the only one there
with this delicacy.
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Members of the community began a cemetery fund and in time hired
a caretaker to tend the grounds. After this, the cemetery working chang-
ed to just Decoration Day and fashion fineries gained importance. Men
and boys donned their bow ties, and young girls wore their first silk stock-
ings and heels. For days, the mother of the family sewed new clothes for
every member. And she often worked into the night creating crepe-paper
roses, sweet peas, and chrysanthemums. These filled bushel baskets which
nestled beside the wash tubs of food in the wagon beds for the journey
to the cemetery. For every grave, someone supplied flowers.
Following this long established tradition, people gather here on the
Saturday before the second Sunday in May each year to pay tribute to
their forefathers and place floral wreaths on the graves. A lavish profu-
sion of red, pink, yellow, white, and blue blossoms transforms this restful
scene into an immense flower garden. For the upkeep of this serene land-
scape, friends and loved ones donate generously each year. In 1987,
members of the community and relatives and friends from out of state
erected an impressive pavilion. a useful facility for providing shelter from
the heat and rain. And, in 1990 adequate donated funds and volunteer
labor along with liberal discounts from suppliers provided much needed
modern restrooms.
Memorial Day activities today, and this has been true for many years,
begin with the decorating of the graves, followed by worship services and
a business meeting. Afterward, some two or three hundred attendants share
lunch. Special prayers and thanks are offered for the founders, leaders,
and good friends who have left a rich legacy in this community, a place
where all who have ever lived return from time to time and especially on
Decoration Day. The community spirit may be gone in some
neighborhoods, but it is very much alive in the Cooper's Chapel community
as is proven every Decoration Day.
NOTES
'Cooper's Chapel Community is located approximately twelve miles Northeast of Mt. Pleasant.
2Charles G. Anderson has authored several short stories as well as three books_ His
latest book, Reflections: An Album of West Texas History. 1840-1990, is his third about
West Texas. His others include In Search of the Buffalo: The Story of J. Wright Mooar
and Deep Creek Merchant: The Story of William Henry "Pete" Snyder.
lDeeds of Record. Titus County, Vol. 1, p_ 470, May 6, 1911. Deed shows four acres
of land to Cooper's Chapel Church and grave yard.
'Deeds of Record, Titus County. Vol. 3D, p. 4C8, August II, 1913. Two acres and
building of the 1911 four acres to the Cooper's Chapel Church of Christ.
IDeeds ofRecord. Titus County, Vol. 23. p. 297, March 22, 1915. One acre to Coopers
Chapel Christian Church.
'Deeds of Record, Titus County. Vol. 297, p. 281. January 20. 1964. A portion (.8
acre) of the one acre of 1915 transaction deeded to B.R. Holland. This is the part of the
land that lies south of the farm-to-market road and is across the road from the cemetery_
'Deeds of Record, Titus County, Vol. 348, p. 167. 1969. Carllohnson designates a
strip of land for the cemetery. This land joins the property.
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lDeeds ofRecord, Titus County, VoL 445, p. 19, June 24, 1981. Two acres and building
of the two \913 transaction deeded to trustees of Cooper's Chapel cemetery.
9Deeds of Record, Titus County, Vol. 592, p. 63, 1990. Carl Johnson conveys rights
of certain land to the cemetery. Measurements are shown, but no specific acreage.
l°Deeds ofRecord, Titus County, Vol. 592, p. 61, 1990. The Cemetery Association deeds
to Carl Johnson a portion of land that lies west of the Farm-to-Market road. This land
came from the original school property. It is situated across the road from the cemetery.
II Deeds ofRecord, Titus County, Vol. 10. p. 603. January 12, 1904. J .R. Ellis conveys
two and one-half acres to the Overland School Community. This later became a part of
the cemetery.
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EAST TEXAS COLLOQUY
The Twenty-Ninth Annual Meeting of the Association was held in
Nacogdoches on September 20-21, 1991, at the Fredonia Inn. Dr. Robert
Calvert, Texas A&M University, and Dr. Terry West, Forest Historian
of the National Forest Service, delivered banquet addresses. Eight sessions,
including a tribute to the late Dr. Robert S. Maxwell and a special session
on the three-hundredth anniversary of the Old San Antonio Road, were
arranged by program chair Linda Hudson of Longview.
The Association's next meeting will be in Beaumont on February
21-22, 1991. Marion Holt of Lamar University chairs the program and
local arrangements committee. The Holiday Inn on 1-10 serves as head-
quarters, but Friday sessions and reception will be at the Terrell Library
& Archives and the McFaddin-Ward House. Registration materials and
other data relative to the meeting will be mailed to the membership in
January 1992.
Bill O'Neal of Panola College in Carthage
serves as president of the Association for
1991-1992. President O'Neal is the author of
several books, including Encyclopedia of
Western Gunfighters (1970); Henry Brown: The
Outlaw Marshall (1981); The Texas League
(1987); The Arizona Rangers (1988); Cattlemen
vs. Sheepherders (1989); The Pacific Coast
League (1989); and the forthcoming Fighting
Men Of The Indian Wars. He also has published
more than 200 articles and book reviews. O'Neal I
is sports minded, and so much of his planned
work falls in that area, including books on the American Association and
the International League. He is a member of various historical associa-
tions at regional, state, and local levels.
O'Neal states, "I am a native of Corsicana. My grandmother came
to Texas in a covered wagon and my grandfather drove cattle up the
Chisholm Trail and fought in the Horrell-Higgins range war in Lampasas
County. [ have a special interest in Texas History." In addition to regular
classes, he has conducted traveling courses in Texas history and in Euro-
pean history. O'Neal is married and the father of four daughters.
The Endowment Fund has received some funds, but much more is
required to insure the financial security ofthe Association. Mr. and Mrs.
F. Lee Lawrence of Tyler challenged the Association to match a $5000
gift to the Association last year. To date we have received gifts and/or
pledges from the following members: R.M. Wilson, Max S. and Cissy S.
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Lale, Audrey Kariel, John F. Anderson, Charles K. and Ann C. Phillips,
Bill O'Neal, Bob Bowman, Paul R. Scott, Linda Cross, Mrs. W.S. Terry,
Grace F. Allison, Mrs. Solon G. Hughes, Ada M. Holland, Mary H. Ap-
pleberry, Ken Durham, Dr. Irvin May, Marion Holt, and Ron and
Shelly Hufford. The total received or pledged to date is $2,625, so we have
a way to go to match the Lawrence's generous gift. Please consider this
method of supporting the future work of the Association. Our awards
for excellence in teaching and writing receive national notice, and our
award for historical preservation is much desired by various preserva-
tionists. We must insure the stability of the Association, especially when
public support is always dependent upon the ability of our host institu-
tion to keep part of our expenses in their budget. Another way to assist
us in our work is to recruit institutional members, especially educational
and business institutions. A list of current members in this category ap-
pears on the inside back cover of this journal; if you know of a likely
member and its name does not appear there, please contact the appropriate
officials and recruit them if you can.
Because we have a great many reviews and articles for this issue, we
will not include a formal Book Note section. However, two books of re-
cent publication need to be included:
Ben Procter's long-awaited book on the Texas Rangers reached print
in September 1991. Just One Riot: Episodes of Texas Rangers In The 20th
Century (Eakin Press, Box 90159, Austin, TX 78709; $18.95). supplements
the venerable Ranger history written more than a half century ago by the
dean of Texas historians, Walter Prescott Webb. Procter is Webb's suc-
cessor in more ways than one. An obvious way is that he has continued
the story of Texas' legendary law enforcement agency; but there is more.
For some years Procter also has been the principal bonding agent of lay
and professional historians so active in Texas studies. He is a one-man
Danforth operation in the care and nurture of graduate students, and a
friend to more Texas historians than he can count. Many of them have
heard portions of this book in presidential addresses, after dinner speeches,
and formal presentations at meetings of learned societies, for he has shared
already the product of his two decades of research on this topic in many
ways. Still, it is good to see it whole. Readers will find much to interest
them in this book and much to ponder about its subject. The Rangers
are heros or villains, depending upon so many different perspectives. Proc-
ter has researched his subject, and presented the results - conclusions
may still be left to the reader. Although the book is about all the Rangers,
so much of it is devoted to their activities in East Texas that we can claim
it as a book that is largely about our special region of the state.
The second book is Images From The Great West (Chaco Press, 5218
Donna Maria Ln .• La Canada, California 91011; $24.95). This book
features photographs by Marc Gaede, an essay and quotations by A.B.
Guthrie Jr., a tribute by Edward Abbey, a foreword by Charles Bowden,
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and was edited by Marnie Walker Gaede. The photographer and editor
state its purpose best: "It is our belief that photographic publications,
like the written book, need a definitive premise. It is not enough to assem-
ble attractive images and then expect a public audience to relate more than
casually to the photographerts effort ... The photographs in this book
are directly influenced by writers ... of western literature. It is from the
creativity of these individuals that much of our conception of the West
is derived ... " (p. vii). Like Thoreau, my foot goes naturally to the West.
Perhaps that is why I like this book so much. For more than a quarter
of a century I have spent some part of each year West of my native East
Texas - until 1991. University schedules and assignments to the East kept
that from happening. Writing on the morning of a humid, foggy, Fall
day that sustains more a lingering Texas summer than it promises the relief
of winter, Gaede's photographs remind me of what was missed this year.
not just in relief from summer's heat, but in renewal. "Westward, I go
free," said Thoreau; these black-and-white pictures restoreth my soul a
little bit, and make me look forward to seeing, and smelling, and above
all feeling the West again.
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Historical Literacy, The Case for History in American Education, edited
by Paul Gagnon and the Bradley Commission (MacMillan Publishing
Co .• 800 Third Ave., New York, NY 10022) 1989. Bibliography.
Index. P. 338. $24.95 Hardcover.
Say what you will about E.D. Hirsch (and by now nearly everyone
has) he did get us all talking about what's important, did return our at-
tention from the trees back to the forest. Tucked away in our ever nar-
rowing disciplines, shoehorned into the most straitened of specializations,
we amused ourselves with specious research and remote teaching while
producing at least two generations of students who could not trace the
broadest outlines of our history or culture. Wed go off to conferences
in our respective disciplines to hear one after another dreary treatise on
some infinitesimally small aspect of some microscopic slice of history. or
literature, or art, then we'd all return to our classrooms, usually dispirited,
to face students who thought, if they thought about it at all, that J. Edgar
Hoover invented the vacuum cleaner and that Christ was born in the 17th
century.
Academic reputations were made in this way; narrowness of
knowledge (and often of spirit) was rewarded, careers were advanced or
preserved, but insofar as nurturing and preserving a culture was concerned,
it was no way to run a railroad.
Considering its high percentage of intellectuals, it is surprising that
academia is so driven by unquestioned assumptions and buffeted by
fashions of its own devising. The "cultural literacy" idea itself would con-
stitute a dangerous fad were it not for the fact that there are vast pockets
of academic vested interest that will fight the idea with their dying breath.
The "critical thinkers" will fight it, as will those "politically correct" neo-
Marxists who see any reminders of our history and culture as tacit ap-
proval of a corrupt heritage dominated by evil white males. And, of course,
there are all of those people for whom anything that smacks of rote
learning or anything requiring memory at all is some sort of submission
to intellectual fascism, a strait jacket that binds creativity and fetters
imagination.
As a corrective and an antidote to all that, Historical Literacy: The
Case for History in Education is an important document. Having said
that, however. it seems exceedingly strange that the case for history has
to be made at all. Then. too, the case would be better made, at least for
my taste, if it were not quite so clearly the wark of a committee. Even
though the book is comprised of separate chapters covering the teaching
of history from elementary through graduate schools, and even though
each of those chapters is written by real live people, the whole thing smacks
of a committee's consensus. Given the urgency of the task, a full blown
cri de coeur is needed, not another bloodless report issuing even from so
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prestigious commission as the one assembled here by Senator Bill Bradley.
Generally speaking, here is what the commission found:
a. a knowledge of history is good for us, individually and collectively, and
b. that history cannot be taught by people who don't know it themselves,
and
c. history should not be taught as merely a compendium of facts and dates,
and
d. it is going to take at least ten years for anything to change, and that
change, if it happens, will require the unpaid energy, will, and devo-
tion of teachers who mayor may not be out there in the first place.
There is more to the book, of course, much more, including a review
of educational attitudes and approaches to teaching history over the last
hundred years, but finally the book left me depressed and discouraged.
That we would have arrived on the shores of the twenty-first century still
wondering whether there is value in looking back over our shoulders is
astonishing. Who but educators could have lost sight of their own pur-
pose so effortlessly?
For my money, some of the best writing about educational reform
is being done by Dianne Ravitch. and her chapter in Historical Literacy
is the most engaging and direct of all those found in this book; it is the
closest thing to heartfelt advocacy in these pages. While the other writers
share her opinion about the value of history, they tend to bog down in
the usual discussions about how long it will all take - the curricular
reform, the teacher training, the change in attitudes - until, by the end
of the book, anyone familiar with the glacial movement of educational
bureaucracies and the "how many angels can dance on the head of a pin"
discussions that take place in humanities and social science departments.
will despair of the prospects for real reform any time soon. Coupling those
factors with a drying up of budgets everywhere, the good impulses and
clearly stated needs of the Bradley commission seem destined to do little
more than provide a bit more fuel for the fires of disputation.
But, for those history teachers who are trying to keep the faith. this
book can provide moral support, and will serve as a reminder of those
beliefs that set them to the task of teaching history in the first place. In
the current climate, that is no small contribution.
Jamie O'Neill
San Francisco, California
Texas Through Time: Evolving Interpretations, edited by Walter L.
Buenger and Robert A. Calvert (Texas A&M University Press, Drawer
C, College Station, TX 77843) 1991. Index. P. 371. $15.95-Paper.
$35.00-Hardcover.
"As this preliminary survey of writings on Texas history demon-
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strates," conclude the editors of this avowedly revisionist volume, "Texans
do not know themselves very well" (xxxiii). What follows is a hard-hitting
analysis of Texas historiography. Written by some of the region's leading
historians, the thirteen essays found here will surely stimulate discussion
and further study.
The individual essays are organized along thematic (culture, race,
gender, urban studies, and economic history) or chronological (Spanish
Texas, the revolution and the Republic. Civil War and Reconstruction.
post-1865 agriculture, progressivism, and recent politics) lines. As is often
the case in a compilation of this nature, the essays vary in style and ob-
jective. Most, for example, emphasize the historiography of their particular
subject, but Char Miller's "Sunbelt Texas" describes a theoretical model
for analyzing the study of Texas cities rather than the history of urban
studies. As is inevitable, occasional overlaps occur, but the editors have
done a good job of reducing redundancies to an acceptable level.
Each of the essays is, however, linked by the central theme that much
remains to be done. "Calm and dispassionate studies are needed." con-
cludes Arnoldo De Leon when describing the study of Texas Mexicans
(p. 48). URecent Texas politics is a wide-open field for enterprising
scholars," writes Kenneth E. Hendrickson, Jr. (p. 251). In a biting at-
tack on fellow scholars, the editors attribute the sad state of Texas
historiography to the overlong dominance of past giants such as Eugene
C. Barker and Walter P. Webb. Rather than retain their once-lofty posi-
tion on the cutting edge of research methodologies, complacent historians
of Texas have, in the editors' view, refused to challenge the romanticized,
white-male version of the past. The individual essays take a similar stance,
describing most scholarship about Texas as being overly sympathetic to
the South, unduly influenced by the frontier, and victimized by University
of Texas in-breeding.
Academics will find Texas Through Time an essential addition to their
collections. In placing their analyses within the larger national
historiographical context, the volume fills a gaping void. Most contributors
call upon their fellow scholars to employ the "new social history" in ex-
ploring and scrutinizing Texas' past. But this reviewer hopes this quest,
valuable as it is, will not alienate those intelligent general readers once
captured by Webb and his associates, who have little use for the jargon
and verbiage which sometimes mars modern scholarship.
Robert Wooster
Corpus Christi State University
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The Bounty of Texas. Texas Folklore Society Publication XLIX, by Fran-
cis Edward Abernethy (University of North Texas Press, P.O. Box
13856, Denton, TX 76203) 1990. Bibliography. Photographs. Index.
P. 232. $19.95 Hardcover.
If someone asked me for a manifesto of the Texas Folklore Society,
I'd not hesitate to recommend The Bounty of Texas. Editor Francis
Abernethy has collected six seminal essays, which, when read in the follow-
ing order embody TFS principles and intentions. First, J. Frank Dobie's
'~Curiosity in Deer" and Bertha Dobie's "The Pleasure Frank Dobie Took
in [Native] Grass" give close, personal insights into the Grand Old Man
of folklore and his conviction that modern man would benefit by recover-
ing a sense of the ulife andvitality" of the past (p. 82). Follow with trapper-
and·hunter Rusty Hill's "The Bounty of the Woods" and Paul Patter-
son's "Hallelujah, I'm a Bum" for prime examples of personal folklore
worth "putting ... down for posterity" (p. 1). Next turn to Paul Clois
Stone's assessment of Dobie's contributions to cultural history, and con-
clude with Abernethy's "Preface," where the reader finds the purpose
behind collecting - the philosophical and psychological interpretations
of the stories folk tell.
Other essays in the collection are proof perfect of the bounty of Texas
with essays falling into three categories: those dealing with the past, as
Roach and Flynn's dialogue on small towns, Leeper's storm cellar stories,
Von-Maszewski's German Volksfest account, among others. Another
group demonstrates that folklore is an ongoing process, as Tanner's essay
on Ollie North, Ricci's on the Lone Ranger in current films. and Shafer's
on folk speech in Texas prisons. A third group pays tribute to some of
Texas' greats: Dorothy Scarborough and Ben Carlton Mead. Elmer Kelton
contributed his own essay about authorial privilege to stoop to lies and
theft in creating fiction.
The Bounty of Texas affirms "the magic of real experience, the real
spiritual experience" (p. 82), in short, the value of folklore to the in-
dividual. Abernethy encourages readers to recall memorable times and
instances - like Wordsworth's spots of time - wherein lies the defini-
tion of self.
The Bounty of Texas is highly recommended.
Ernestine Sewell Linck
Commerce, Texas
Christmas in Texas, by Elizabeth Silverthorne (Texas A&M University
Press. Drawer C. College Station. TX 77843-4354) 1990.
Bibliography. Color and Black & White Photographs. Recipes. In~
dex. P. 188. $19.95 Hardcover.
Extensive bibliography and chapter notes show the extensive research
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Elizabeth Silverthorne did for this book. It crosses over four centuries
of Christmas and New Years celebrations by the people of Texas. It is
a well organized work, richly filled with historical anecdotes and illustrated
with pictures of early Christmas cards, many in full color.
In this age of homogenized society that has overly commercialized
Christmas, it is refreshing to read how each arriving nationality or ethnic
group brought their own customs t traditions, and beliefs about this most
sacred of Holidays to Texas. It is interesting to see how many of these
customs have survived to be taken up by neighbors and newcomers to
become a part of Christmas in Texas today.
The chapter headings make it easy to find the particular ethnic group
that suits your interest, but don't stop there. The whole book is worth
reading for the light it sheds on everyday life in early Texas.
Almost unbelievable is the number of legends that have grown up
around Christmas. Who was Saint Nick, Kris Kringle. Santa Claus or
whatever you call him? Where did he come from? Where did we get the
Christmas tree and those lighted paper sacks that we see on people's lawns?
From where came the idea that bad children get switches instead. of presents
in their stocking? And we must not forget all the Christmas carols, for
what would Christmas be without music?
Give this book to your favorite "Yankee" immigrant. They will find
it helpful in understanding the Texas mind-set and learn a bit of Texas
history, too. And keep a copy for yourself. You will find nostalgia and
memories long forgotten in each chapter.
This book is number three in "The Clayton Wheat Williams Texas
Life Series," and a well chosen addition it is.
Cherry Coffman
Arlington, Texas
Soldiers ofMisfortune t The Somervell and Mier Expeditions t by Sam W.
Haynes (University of Texas Press, P.O. Box 7819, Austin, TX
78713-7819) 1990. Maps. Bibliography. Index. P. 268. $24.95
Hardback.
The author has provided a pleasant and succinct account about the
troubled years 1842-1844 during which President Santa Anna sent raiding
parties into San Antonio and the Texans retaliated with an armed expedi-
tion. A highly readable synthesis is derived from the many published and
unpublished diaries. memoirs. and correspondence of participants, and
is augmented with official documents from Texas. Mexico, and the United
States plus pertinent comments from French and British diplomats
endeavoring to quell the controversy between Mexico and its former pro-
vince. Haynes has also digested what earlier historians have said about
the disastrous incidents and come to some new conclusions.
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While not unsympathetic to the plight of the volunteers who enlisted
under Gen. Alexander Sommervell, Haynes explains that they brought
many upon themselves by exceeding the orders of President Sam Houston.
Somervell and other officers failed to instill discipline on the often rowdy
volunteers who ransacked towns along their route. Houston reluctantly
had bowed to public clamor to retaliate against the second raid in the fall
of 1842 but could do little to supply the endeavor because of the empty
treasury. With winter coming and his army unruly and poorly equipped.
Somervell ordered the men home in mid-December after capturing Laredo
and Guerrero. The 300 men who refused to obey and crossed the Rio
Grande to attack Mier thus were renegades.
In a revisionist mode, Haynes explains that the treatment endured
by the Mier prisoners (including the black bean incident) was not unusually
cruel for the time and place. Their quixotic adventure placed a heavy
burden on both President Houston and the United States charge d'affmres
in Mexico City. both of whom turned to British representatives to help
free the surviving prisoners in Perote Prison. Haynes argues that Houston
adeptly used the prisoners and the unexpected offer of an armistice by
Santa Anna to gain time for the delicate behinds-the-scene negotiations
in Washington, D.C. that led to the annexation of Texas in 1845. Unlike
most general histories about Texas that view the Miet episode as an abera-
tion, Haynes believes that the long incarceration of the Mier prisoners
was a major event and convinced many Texans that the Lone Star Republic
could not stand alone, thus paving the way for annexation.
Margaret Swett Henson
Houston, Texas
Cynthia Ann Parker, by James T. DeShields, foreword by John Graves
(Chama Press, 3310 Fairmont St., Dallas, TX 75201) 1991. Notes.
P. 60. $35.00-Hardcover.
Quanah Parker, Comanche Chief, by Rosemary K. Kissinger (Pelican
Publishing Company, 1101 Monroe St., Gretna, LA 70063) 1991.
Photographs. Bibliography. P. 136. $12.95-Hardcover.
Cynthia Ann Parker: The Story of Her Capture at the Massacre of
the Inmates of Parker's Fort; ofher Quarter of a Century Spent Among
the Comanches, as the Wife of the War Chief, Peta Nocona; and of her
Recapture at the Battle ofPease River, by Captain L.S. Ross, of the Tex-
ian Rangers represents "rescued history." Shields' 1886 account is taken
from first hand sources including Gen. (then Capt.) L.S. Ross, Col. John
S. Ford, and others acquainted with the principals in the story.
This historical account is important for several reasons. First, as John
Graves points out in his "Forward. H the story is the bedrock of a very
real Myth. an extremely potent one. The story has asymmetry. the captive,
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Cynthia Ann, would "not only marry a great warrior and bear his children;
she pined away to death when forcibly removed from that way of life, It
and Quanah, her son, would become a great chief (ix). Secondly, and in-
herent in Graves' "Forward," is how the story "gripped public imagina-
tion" and thus, in Shields' firsthand revelations, reflects accurately the
mind-set and hatred feltby frontier denizens for what they considered in-
credulous demonic acts of subhuman savagery. Here Cooperisms are ab-
sent; there is no Natty Bumpo/Hawkeye attempt to rationalize the violence
of the times or the motivations of the enemy demons. Shields describes
the possible participation of the captives in the battle of Antelope Hills
(1878):
Did they flount the blood-drabbled scalps of helpless whites in
fiendish glee, and assist at the cruel torture of the unfortunate prisoners
that fell into their hands. Alas! Forgetful of their race and tongue,
they were thorough savages, and acted in all particulars just as their
Indian comrades did. (18)
Shields' historical narrative is a study in that fanatic mind-set as it
was created by the myth in the making.
Shields offers an inaccurate, but probably accepted, account of the
death of Peta Nocona at the hands of "SuI" Ross at the Pease River fight.
(Ross actually killed Nocona~s loyal capture, "Mexican" loe.) His ac-
count of Quanah's newspaper "prayer" for a picture of his mother is cer-
tainly more Romantic than Victorian. The story is intensified by the (in-
accurate) irony that Ross, the killer of Peta Nocona, Quanah's father,
is the one who supplies the picture of Quanah. Included at this point is
a long excerpt from William Cowper's poem to his mother. Clearly the
sympathy and many strains of sentimentality are always with Cynthia Ann
as victim.
Shields ends his work with newspaper accounts of Yellow Bear's
asphyxiation and Quanah's near death in Fort Worth.
The price of the tiny volume is certainly prohibitive. but it should
be on the shelf in every Texas library.
Kissinger~sQuanah Parker, Comanche Chief, is, though tethered to
the facts of the story, a historical fiction. The modus operandi is not new
to the Parker story. (See Clay Reynolds Review of lack C. Ramsey's The
Story of Cynthia Ann Parker: Sunshine on the Prairie, Texas Books in
Review, Spring '91.) The reconstructed narrative is smooth, though not
particularly artistic, and hopscotches dates in order to cover the entire
story. A reader wishing a fun-blown romantic account might seek out Lucia
St. Clair Robson's Spur Award Winner, Ride the Wind.
Kissinger's is the type of curiosity-whetting work sold at curio stores at
historical sites. The historical underpinnings are certainly there, but it leaves
the histOrical aficionado a bit high and dry-starving for fact, background,
and interpretation-with a yen for happenings "between the chapters. lt
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Such works, however, are not to be entirely denigrated. The worth
of these you-are-there approaches is exactly in the creation of threshold
interest among prospective followers of historical Texana-especially the
young. Kissinger is to be thanked for that gift.
Quanah Parker, Comanche Chief would be a fine gift for a family
about to visit Parker's fort or for a youth entering that exciting time in
middle school when Texas heros and heroines become historical figures.
My daughter of eleven-true to Graves' "Forward" to Cynthia Ann
Parker-remembered distinctly a young friend's report on Cynthia Ann
during the last school year. I found myself sharing the pictures and some
of the accounts in Kissinger's book. History-as Texas myth-is to be
found in many forms-among the most potent, a good story, the basis
of all oral tradition and myth. Kissinger offers that-a good story, ex-
tremely sympathetic to her main character, Quanah ("Fragrance") Parker.
With my daughter, [ offer a thank-you.
Lee Schultz
Stephen F. Austin State University
Cynthia Ann Parker, The Life and the Legend, 'by Margaret Schmidt
Hacker (Texas Western Press, University of Texas, El Paso, TX
79968-0633) 1990. Bibliography. P. 52, $7.50 Paper.
Of all legendary Texas heroines, none has captured popular imagina-
tion more than Cynthia Ann Parker and the tragedy of her' 'captivity."
Kidnapped near Groesbeck in 1836, Parker was reared by Comanche In-
dians from the age of nine. To the disbelief and horror of contemporaries,
she embraces Comanche lifestyle, even discarding memories of her
childhood and the bloody raid on Fort Parker. Had the story ended there,
"Cynthie" would have faded into historical oblivion, but she was "recap-
tured" in 1860 and returned to the Parker family. Once again, she faced
an unfamiliar culture, one which offered little solace for her loss and no
understanding of her plight. Parker died in East Texas in 1870, weakened
by the loss of two families and years of mourning.
These facts are again presented in Cynthia Ann Parker: The Life and
the Legend, No. 92 in the Southwestern Studies series. Margaret Hacker
Schmidt, an archivist for the National Archives branch in Fort Worth,
speculates about Parker's life between 1836 and 1860 for she can do
nothing else-the "lost years" remain so. Hacker has uncovered no new
sources, and her reliance on secondary materials and the Plummer account
of the attack leads to a sparse footnoting style. Unlike other biographers.
she possessed an understanding of Comanche culture, and the empathetic
viewpoint is the major contribution of this small volume. Readers will
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find a workmanlike recounting of a cultural tragedy, but little more.
Vista K. McCroskey
Southwest Texas State University
Claiming Their Land, Women Homesteaders in Texas, by Florence C.
Gould and Patricia N. Pando (Texas Western Press, University of
Texas, El Paso, TX 79968-0633) 1990. Map. Photos. Bibliography.
P. 98. $7.50.
Walter Prescott Webb suggested in The Great Plains that the lives
of farm women were not the stuff of fiction. Their existence as wives and
helpmates was hard. too hard. An economics professor and a political
science specialist offer a slender volume indicating that there were a signifi-
cant number of women who took up land as single heads of households
within a fifty-three year period in Texas. More interesting than the lists
by date and land district is an explanation of the entire system, legal, social
and political, by which women claimed a piece of land. No interpretation
is offered and few case histories are cited which might have put flesh on
bones. The scholars' intent, however, was never to tell stories or make
social history out of the facts. A photograph printed twice in the book
said more than all the lists. A woman is standing in front of wooden pens
of the type found on a farm. Her hair is pulled back from a plain and
unsmiling face. A once white apron covers a plaid dress and sturdy
footwear appears from under her shirt. There is no evidence of anything
growing. One must be careful not to attach personal interpretations to
historical photographs of persons, but the face and figure attest to some
kind of drudgery. The picture needs no words, but gives visual proof that
whether a woman helped her farmer or whether she, for whatever reason,
went it alone, life was hard, indeed. too hard. The book was published
by Texas Western Press, which continues to offer volumes of facts about
a variety of subjects which increase our knowledge about the West and
which provide writers with a wealth of life and lore to write about.
Joyce Gibson Roach
Keller, Texas
Edward Burleson, Texas Frontier Leader, by John H. Jenkins and Kenneth
Kesselus (Jenkins Publishing Co" Box 2085, Austin, TX 78768) 1990.
Bibliography. Index. P. 448. $25.00 Hardcover.
Two of the best non-professional historians of Texas have published
the first biography of Edward Burleson. He was born in North Carolina
during 1798 into a family that moved with the frontier to Tennessee.
Burleson matured amid conflicts, especially with Native Americans in the
Mississippi Valley. where he married and began his family. Entering Texas
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in 1830, he settled near Bastrop where he led frontier defense efforts and
participated in protests to the Mexican government.
When the Texas Revolution began in 1835, Burleson rose to com-
mand the army that captured San Antonio in December despite conflicts
over discipline and decisions. When Santa Anna entered Texas in 1836,
Burleson led a regiment of Sam Houston's army in the San lacinto Cam-
paign, while expressing some differences over strategy.
During the period of the Republic, Burleson became friends with
Tonkawa Chief Placido while directing Texas forces in struggles with Com-
anches on the frontier, including Plum Creek, and in driving the Cherokees
from East Texas. In the Texas congress Burleson promoted a capital site
near his home. After election as vice president in 1841 he clashed with
President Houston over Indian relations, Austin as capital, and retalia-
tion for Mexican raids. Opposition from Houston defeated Burleson in
his race for president in 1843 as voting followed an East-West pattern.
After annexation Burleson served in the legislature and as an officer in
the war with Mexico. By 1848 he founded San Marcos, where he died in
1851. His burial opened the state cemetery in Austin.
This volume is well researched and clearly written. Though brief on
Indian and Mexican views at first, later chapters are better balanced. In
describing Burleson's differences with Houston, the authors' sympathies
appear at times, but generally they remain fair-minded. This is an impor-
tant contribution to the history of the Texas Republic and will be the stan-
dard biography of Burleson.
Alwyn Barr
Texas Tech University
So Far From God: The U.S. War with Mexico 1846-1848, by John S.D.
Eisenhower (Random House Inc., 201 East 50th Street, New York,
NY 1(022) 1990. Maps. Notes. Bibliography. Index. P. 436. $24.95
Hardcover.
This pleasant and popularly written book is designed to offend few
people, American or Mexican. Indeed, the author reveals in his dedica-
tion his purpose is to foster "a better understanding between Mexico and
the United States." He opens with a brief and desultory historiographical
essay which does not include some of the major works that make up the
large controversies concerning the war. Such opinions may not have con-
cerned the author, but if they did not, one might wonder why he decided
to bring up the matter at all. A bit more perplexing, perhaps, is the fact
that neither does such material find its way to the bibliography. That par-
ticular paucity notwithstanding, the author apparently did a good deal
of research on the war, albeit some of it unfocused and peripatetic. But
no matter, occasionally we find light from the lamp of understanding in
unlikely places. More to the point here, however, it is not that the reviewer
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objects to diversity; it is just that when it comes to a review of works ger-
mane to a study, he would prefer see the full list somewhere.
Any book on war requires good maps, and the ones here are especially
well done. They are not really contemporary military maps as such; rather,
the reader's concept of the terrain relies on shaded hachures which makes
it easy to grasp even upon casual examination. There is not much new
in this book, but the book is engagingly written; and the author covers
all the ground - causes, support for the war and lack of it, political
maneuvering, Taylor's venture, Scott's massive campaign, the Polk-Trist
row, and the inevitable backbiting within the officer corps once the war
was over.
There are few villains in the piece unless perhaps one counts Gideon
Pillow. The portraits drawn, again, are done so pretty much in traditional
colors. The author finds a few shortcomings in some of President James
K. Polk's actions, and he is wary of John C. Fremont; but that is about
it. Those who pick up the book in search of bold new interpretations or
exhaustive research in heretofore untouched sources will not find such
things. But if one wants to spend a pleasant evening with a plain but sym-
pathetic account that tries to touch all bases and to do so without malice,
guile, or rancor, one could do no better than to read this volume.
James W. Pohl
Southwest Texas State University
Secession: The Disruption of the American Republic, 1844-1861, by James
A. Rawley (Robert E. Krieger Publishing Co., P.O. Box 9542,
Melbourne, FL 32902-9542) 1990. Bibliography. Maps. Index. P. 259.
$11.50.
James Rawley attempts to describe the disintegration and realignment
of America's political parties during the pre-Civil War period in Seces-
sion: The Disruption of the American Republic, 1844-1861. Rawley also
places the nation's party politics into the context of the sectional strug-
gles of the time.
Rawley attributes the beginning of secession in 1844 to the splinter-
ing of political parties along sectional lines due to the question of the an-
nexation of slaveholding Texas. The split of the Democratic Party because
of the slavery controversy is described, as is the politics of the followers
of James K. Polk, David Wilmot, and John Calhoun, who vied for
political advantage. In his third chapter, "The Crisis of 1850/' Rawley
describes the death of the Whig Party over slavery and the subsequent
split of the Democratic Party as the price of avoiding civil war. The
economic sectionalism which resulted from the industrialization of the
United States and the South's growing pro-slavery sentiment is credited
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by Rawley for the development of the two-party system during the elec-
tion of 1852.
In a subsequent chapter, "Party Realignment," Rawley describes the
deterioration of the two-party system during 1854-1855 as the beginning
of North and South party differentiation. This split was along the lines
of the slavery arguments. Rawley asserts that the Democratic Party was
unable to remain the national unifying force after the Republicans exerted
power in 1855. Roger B. Taney's Dred Scott decision put the Republicans
in the position of advocating the confiscation of property (which Rawley
characterizes as unconstitutional) and placed the citizenship issue in the
party's lap. Rawley cites the election of 1858 as a sectional prelude to the
election of 1860. William H. Seward used his "higher law" rhetoric to
solidify the Republican Party's position and to advocate the prevalent party
view that the country must be unified under the bannet of anti-slaveryism.
Rawley points to the loss of Democratic Party power as a contributor to
the South's defensive political posturing.
In his chapter, "The Critical Election," Rawley describes how the
slavery issues further isolated the Democratic Party from the rest of the
nation in 1859 and 1860. The Republicans exploited the fight between
James Buchanan and Stephen A. Douglas in order to attack Southern
militancy. The election of 1860, which Rawley describes with voting
statistics, marks the clear division between Southern Democrats and the
Republican North. Rawley devotes the remainder of his work to the seces-
sion of the Southern states. The order of secession is significant in Rawley's
description of the sectionalist United States. The Lower South is designated
as those states which seceded before Abraham Lincoln's inauguration and
the Upper South as those states which left the union as a result of his
military response to the Fort Sumter incident. Rawley similarly divides
the North into the spawning ground of the Free Soil movement and the
Republican parties (the Upper North) and the less politically assertive
area of the Lower North. The work concludes with a series of readings
which demonstrate the voting patterns and political platforms of the
period.
Secession is both an enjoyable and engaging work which provides new
insights into pre-Civil War politics.
Travis Lee Koscheski
Nacogdoches, Texas
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Between the Enemy and Texas: Parson's Texas Cavalry in the Civil War,
by Anne J. Bailey (Texas Christian University PresssFort WorthsTX
76129) 1989. Maps. Sketches. Notes. Bibliography. Index. P. 357.
During the Civil War armies clashed in the East, West, and the Trans-
Mississippi, with the later receiving the least amount of historical atten-
tion because the battles there produced far less casualties. However, the
"other side of the river" played an important role and demands more
attention by Lone Star students because it was there that most Texans
served. Between The Enemy and Texas is the best book this reviewer has
found on that department.
Bailey's book sets the standard for future authors. In recording Par-
son's Brigade, she has given an excellent image of Texans from organiz-
ing during the atmosphere of excitement in the early days, to problems
of command (Richmond commission opposed to a Texas Commission),
logistics s and the vast territory these troopers were to protect.
Parson's Brigade served mainly in Arkansas, and the names on their
battle flag, such as "Whitney's Lane" and "Cotton Plant," may seem
to be minor engagements to most students, but to the men who fought
and died there they were as important as Gettysburg or Shiloh. Bailey
brings the battles and marches to life with narrative and quotes,
demonstrating their significance to the Trans:.Mississippi Department from
their first fight in Arkansas to their last fight at Yellow Bayou during the
Red River campaign. Between Texas And The Enemy should be added
to the library of all Civil War students.
David Stroud
Kilgore College
Westward The Texans. The Civil War Journal of Private William Ran-
do/ph. by Jerry D. Thompson (Texas Western Press, University of
TexassEI Paso, TX 79968-0633) 1990. Bibliography. Articles. Index.
P. 184. $20.00 Hardcover.
Dr. Jerry Thompsons associate professor of history at Laredo State
University has published what appears to be one of the better primary
sources on Sibley's New Mexico campaign. Private Howell, a well-educated
volunteer from Grimes County, kept a fairly complete record and in the
words of the editor, needed very little editing. In fact, as Thompson points
out, Theophi1us Noel relied heavily on HowelPs memory and journal to
fill out his own Campaign From Santa Fe to the Mississippi.
In tleshing out Westward The Texans, Thompson began his book with
an extensive annotation of extant primary sources of that fateful desert
Civil War campaign. The chroniclers are categorized by diarists, letters,
memoirs sofficial records, and newspapers, and ends with a discourse on
Noel and Howell. This constitutes the first fifty-one pages and is quite
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helpful as well as interesting for the serious student of that campaign. Ad-
ditionally, there is an extensive bibliography at the end.
The dust jacket is illustrated attractively by Bruce Marshall and the
editor has included several helpful maps and tables.
This book is recommended for colleges, universities, and anyone
building their own library on Texas in the Civil War.
Robert W. Glover
Tyler Jr. College
Jefferson Davis, A Memoir, 1890,2 Vo]s., by Varina Davis (The Nautical
and Aviation Publishing Co. of America, 101 W. Read St., Suite 314,
Baltimore, MD 21201) 1990. Photographs. P. 929.
In her two-volume biography of her husband, Varina Davis tells the
life story of Jefferson Davis, using her own insights and the letters and
speeches of her husband. While she did show a blind spot concerning her
husband and the lifestyle she cherished, Mrs. Davis' belief in him and his
work was unquestionable.
The first volume was devoted to the years from Jefferson Davis'
childhood to the out break of the Civil War. She told of his middle-class
birth and of a father who remained emotionally distant from his children.
This helps to explain the character of Jefferson Davis, who followed closely
that same pattern throughout his adult life. While at West Point, Davis
was regarded as an average student, and unfortunately stories circulated
concerning his tendency to drink in excess. Mrs. Davis points out that
these stories were incorrest. His military career was brief, but Mrs. Davis
believed him to be the hero of the Black Hawk Wars.
While the death of his first wife, Sarah Taylor, caused Davis to suf-
fer severe depression, his courtship and marriage to Varina, in 1845 t
seemed to turn his life around. Mrs. Davis painted a rosy picture of their
life on their antebellum plantation, and she promoted the idea that all
their slaves were loyal and comfortable with their lifestyles. The issues
of states' rights and slavery were key to Davis' political career and Varina
supported her husband totally. Her account of his early political life in
Washington provided sketches of many famous Americans, the most
notable being John C. Calhoun. She also related the roll her husband
played in the war with Mexico and how Southern states were responsible
for the victory.
Davis returned to the Senate during the sectional debates of the 1850s,
then became secretary of war. Mrs. Davis told of the mental and physical
illness that plagued her husband throughout most of his adult life. She
believed that this was directly related to the pressures of his political life,
and increased during his term as president of the Confederacy.
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The second volume was devoted entirely to the war years. Although
her coverage of the war was sparse, the entire volume related the war
through her husband's letters and speeches. She was particularly critical
of certain individuals who blamed her husband for the long, bloody war.
After the collapse of the Confederacy, Davis was imprisoned in Fortress
Monroe. With his release in 1867 and refusal to beg for a pardon, Mrs.
Davis set the stage for her reasons in writing this book. She felt that her
husband wanted vindication for his actions but would rather die a martyr
than write in his own defense. Mrs. Davis failed to see any character flaws
in her husband. Even if the book is a nostalgic review of his life, it is still
a worthwhile interpretation of the events in the life of Jefferson Davis.
William Hartt
Garrison, Texas
Abraham Lincoln and The Second American Revolution, by James M.
McPherson (Oxford University Press, 200 Madison Ave., New York,
NY 10016) 1991. Notes. Index. P. 173, $17.95 Hardcover.
Readers familiar with James McPherson's Battle Cry ofFreedom will
recognize its themes in this collection of seven essays. Professors who may
have found the larger work unwieldy as a text might choose these essays
as supplementary reading in courses in the Middle Period, or the War and
Reconstruction. The essays develop the main theme of the larger work t
Le., Lincoln's commitment to war for the rapidly changing old Union ac-
celerated its transformation into a new nation, forged in a revolutionary
experience. Throughout, the issues of slavery and emancipation are
dominant.
The lead essay, "The Second American Revolution," introduces
readers to the relevant historiography and goes on to cite indices of revolu-
tionary change. In one, he cites studies showing that ending slavery meant
the confiscation of $3 billion worth of property, as the principle source
of wealth in one-third of the country. The second essay focuses on Lin-
coln as a revolutionary leader, committed to the destruction of Southern
ideas of liberty, along with slavery and the social structure of the old South.
"Lincoln and Liberty," the third essay, includes a survey of pre-War
American theories of liberty, concluding that Lincoln saw slavery as tyran-
ny in our midst, even before he made its destruction his war aim. "Lin-
coln and the Strategy of Unconditional Surrender" argues that the Eman-
cipation Proclamation, unconditional surrender, and the Thirteenth
Amendment were all part of Lincoln's "grand strategy" of total war. Com-
paring Lincoln's role as commander in chief to that of F.D.R. in World
War II should spark classroom interest.
Yet there alW;:lys remained a conservative core in Lincoln. His ut-
terances, from the Gettysburg Address to his many wonderful metaphors,
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bear eloquent witness that he remained close to America's political
philosophy and to the language of its people. "How Lincoln won the war
with Metaphors" and "The Hedgehog and the Foxes" lead smoothly in-
to the last essay, "Liberty and Power in the Second American Revolu-
tion." It argues that the enduring revolutionary achievement was "positive
liberty," embodies in the Civil War Amendments. McPherson argues that
"positive liberty" survived the bitter" counter-revolutions" beginning in
the late Reconstruction era, movements which only seemed to undo the
revolutionary results of the war.
McPherson's essays, including the digressions into American
historiography and political theory, should help students and general
readers understand the war in the widest possible context.
Brandon H. Beck
Civil War Institute
Shenandoah University
Lee Considered, General Robert E. Lee and Civil War History, by Alan
T. Nolan (University of North Carolina Press, P.O. Box 2288, Chapel
Hill, N.C. 27515) 1991. Appendix. Notes. Bibliography. Index. P.
231. $22.50 Hardcover.
Alan Nolan, Civil War historian by avocation and lawyer by profes-
sion has put Robert E. Lee on trial in an effort to convince the jury that
this great man was, after all, a mere mortal subject to human frailties.
Claiming that Lee is unique in being the only actor in western history to
have escaped serious historical questioning, Nolan meticulously cross-
examines what he considers serious inconsistencies in the general's life.
For example, Lee was supposedly antislavery but was a Southern
aristocrat who fought for a government based on slavery; that he was a
career officer sworn to defend the United States and was opposed to seces-
sion, yet he seceeded and made war on that government; that he was a
master strategist but his offensive combat cost his army irreplaceable
casualties; though magnanamous toward the North, he fought bitterly
against it; that he continued the war long after he believed a Southern
victory possible and that he was consiliatory after the war but defended
the South's war-time positions.
The author prefaces his work by acknowledging that Lee was a great
man - able, intelligent. well motivated, and moral, etc .• but he thinks
that the Lee "tradition" has elevated the general to a state of sainthood
mythology.
Nolan terms his book a "consideration" rather than a "reconsidera-
tion" of Lee, contending that historians have seldom questioned the
general's actions or motives which have left him immune from serious
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historical inquiries, and that all biographers and historians have been guilty
of this oversight - until now. The author contends that the Lee mystique
is being perpetuated even by such redoubtable sources as the Oxford Com-
panion to American History and The Encyclopedia Britannica. By the time
the old general steps down from the stand~ Nolan might have entitled his
book "Shattering the Icon of Lee~" or "Tarnishing the Marble Man. lt
As counsel for the prosecution, Nolan went beyond questioning the
general's actions and motives to accusing Lee of being a racist, a political
activist, and of needlessly sacrificing human lives because he did not sur-
render sooner. About the only aspects of Lee that came out unscathed
was his grade point average as a student at West Point and the pedigree
of his horse Traveller.
Even so, I would recommend Lee Considered for undergraduate and
upper level college and university libraries. Civil War buffs will find it
thought provoking as well as controversial.
Robert W. Glover
Tyler Junior College
Caissons Across Europe, by Richard M. Hardison (Eakin Publications,
Inc., P.O. Box 90159, Austin, TX 78709) 1990. Photographs. Ap-
pendix. Index. P. 306. $18.95 Hardcover.
Texas A&M graduate Richard M. Hardison, class of 1941, has pro-
duced a first-class read which makes one want to keep turning the pages.
Covering the last four or five months of ground warfare in the Europe
of World War II with the 399th Field artillery Battalion of the 8th Armored
Division, Hardison reflects well the realities of combat. not only gratuitous
death but also humor. On one occasion, an officer appropriately narned
Jack Daniel, had been sent to pick up the officers' liquor ration: " ... he
had come back from Rheims drunk as a fiddler's bitch. He got out of
his jeep and tried to throw Colonel Lilly a salute, fell down and didn't
get up. He didn't even move. His driver ... got out of the jeep and he
went down too. The jeep must have come home like a horse" (p. 69).
Much of the book is devoted to occupation duty in Germany and
Czechoslovakia from the end of the war in May to the end of 1945. Not
much has been written about this period or the displaced people with whom
Captain Hardison dealt. His descriptions are more than a little poignant.
He developed a lasting hatred of the Germans because of their "innocence"
in the face of death camps and slave laborers who were everywhere.
Rotated home. Hardison was supposed to be discharged in San An-
tonio where his wife was waiting patiently, but the army quixotically sent
him to Camp Fannin near Tyler.
My only quibble is with Hardison's methodology: trips to the National
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Archives and lots of help from his comrades is fine t but his continual use
of quotation marks for conversations that took place forty-odd years
before is unacceptable. More bizarre is the self-hypnosis he used to retrieve
incidents Hfram the dark cornersH of his mind.
Aggie Hardison writes well. His next book should be a novel.
Robert L. Wagner
Austin, Texas
Urban Texas~ Politics and Development, by Char Miller and Heywood
T. Sanders, Editors, (Texas A&M University Press, Drawer C, Col-
lege Station, TX 77843) 1990. Graphs. Notes. Index. P. 208. $15.95
Paper.
Urban history doesn't leave a sentimental Texan much to romanticize.
Char Miller and Heywood T. Sanders, professors of history and ur-
ban studies, respectively, at Trinity University, remind us in this eighth
volume of Texas A&M Southwestern Studies that Texas' past and present
are rooted in its towns and cities. Even the Alamo and the Chisholm Trail,
foremost symbols of our frontier heritage, sprang from urban exigencies.
Not many heroes walk these sidewalks. While the efforts of individuals
and private organizations outweighed geography and other impersonal fac-
tors in the rise of cities, the disappointing result has been low-tax, low-
service entities that sacrifice livability for economic growth. Accordingly,
cosmopolitan Texans drive over flooded potholes to space age airports.
Nine essays by David Johnson, Amy Bridges, Cary Wintz, Robert
Fisher, Robert Fairbanks, Elizabeth Hayes Turner. and the editors trace
the urban phenomenon, with emphasis on Houston, Dallas, and San An-
tonio. An obvious selection for college classrooms, the well-structured col-
lection will also serve the non-specialist. Readings are generally free of
jargon, with statistical overkill evidenced in only a couple of instances.
Some familiar themes are included in the analyses: the limitations of Pro-
gressivism; the human face of boss rule; the active role of women in reform
movements; and a view of Houston's black community that validates C.
Vann Woodward's delayed Jim Crow thesis.
The traditional Texan will arise from this volume better informed of
the modern world, if perhaps depressed at the notion that his cities ac-
tually operate as intended. Urban history may replace economics as the
dismal science. Elitism, reforms that separate the public from power, and
a steady deterioration of the quality of life: surely this is not the Texas
that beer and political commercials depict.
It is enough to make one saddle up Old Paint and head out Loop 610.
Garna L. Christian
University of Houston-Downtown
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The Methodist Hospital of Houston, Serving The World, by Marilyn
McAdams Sibley, (Texas State Historical Association, 2/306 SRH,
University Station, Austin, TX 78712) 1990. Photographs.
Bibliography. Notes. Index. P. 241. $19.95 Hardcover.
In this beautifully written and engaging account, Marilyn McAdams
Sibley has examined the history of The Methodist Hospital of Houston
from its founding in the early 19208 to its place of preeminence in the
1980s. During these six decades the hospital made the transition from a
small community hospital to an internationally known institution that was
to become" ... the largest private, single-site nonprofit hospital in the
U.S." (p. 205).
This indepth chronological narrative depicts with great clarity the
many trials, difficulties, and victories attendant to the growth and develop-
ment of The Methodist Hospital. Of particular interest among the various
topics examined are the history of the founding of the hospital in 1922
and its opening in 1924; the arrival of Dr. Michael DeBakey in 1948, an
event which helped to give The Methodist Hospital an international reputa-
tion; the hospital affiliation with Baylor College of Medicine in 1950; the
move to the Texas Medical Center in 1951; the beginning of organ
transplants in the 1960s; the tremendous growth and expansion of the
physical plant during the 1950s t 1950s, and 1970s; and the beginning of
the multihospital system, with the creation of The Methodist Hospital
Health Care System, Incorporated, in 1980.
In this skillfully balanced study, the author has taken a highly com-
plex story and has crafted an extremely well-woven narrative from many
and varied threads of interest. She exhibits excellent mastery of the material
and writes with considerable sensitivity and erudition. Although scholar-
ly and instructive in nature, the book is never dull or pedantic. In fact,
the text moves very swiftly and is interspersed with a number of well-chosen
and well-placed anecdotes, often poignant in nature, yet never sentimen-
tal, which serve to illuminate the topic under scrutiny and to offer a
decidedly human touch to the narrative.
This thoroughly researched work which, according to the author, is
drawn primarily from the archival and historical collections of The
Methodist Hospital, evidences meticulous scholarship. The Bibliographical
Note attests to the fact that the author's resources were, indeed, copious
and varied. In this exhaustive, yet lively account Marilyn Sibley succeeds
in making an important contribution to Texas history, not only in the area
of business history, but also in the fields of urban and social history.
There is nothing provincial in the author's treatment of the subject.
In fact, she is skillful in placing the story within a national and even global
perspective, so that what emerges is a sophisticated and polished account
that is both warm and sympathetic t yet sufficiently objective to be ap~
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pealing. It makes one grateful that the author has given the public such
an excellent and gracefully written account.
Brooke Tucker
Houston Baptist University
Rice University, A 75th Anniversary Portrait, Historical narrative by John
Boles, commentary by Fryar Calhoun. Photographs by Geoff Win-
ningham. (Rice University Press, P.O. Box 1892, Houston, TX) 1987.
P. 160.
Rice University is at once proud, pretentious, combative, mind-
numbing, and exhilarating, all at the same time, to any who have ever
gone to study there. For a relatively young school they take their tradi-
tions seriously, be it something as new as the beer-bike races or as early
as academic excellence. Part of their good fortune has to do with acquir-
ing more than 300 acres of Houston prairie land before anyone cared about
the southwest district of the sprawling Gulf Coast city.
As Houston grew, Rice was able to expand its physical plant and still
provide green vistas and shady walks for staff and students alike. Geoff
Winningham's photographs capture the moods of the campus and its
denizens with verve and style. John Boles' Survey of the school's history
is surprisingly informative~ considering how little of the book it occupies.
Sections of this narrative have appeared in Texas Monthly magazine. But
his broad brush strokes and intelligent observations fill in much of the
basic information with which most purchasers of this beautifully made
picture book will content themselves. Fryar Calhoun captures the tensions
and stresses of academic life at Rice, even the stone and concrete sculptures
on the building facades, such as the dragon-bodied professor clutching
the form of a hapless student.
The photographs and commentary also capture the joy of achieve-
ment and the pleasure of being part of a great intellectual experience. from
which even non-Owls of the Lone Star state may draw a measure of pride.
Rice is the product of an accident of fate which convinced its
namesake to found a school in a part of the South where he had made
a great deal of money. He had abandoned this region to return to a more
benign summer climate at his farm in New Jersey and his office in New
York City. He found himself a childless widower in 1896, when, at the
advise of a friend, he endowed a proposed college with both money and
land. Rice was murdered by a man-servant in 1900, as part of a conspiracy
to steal his fortune, but the guilty parties were thwarted and in 1912 the
Rice Institute opened for fall classes.
Edgar Odell Lovett was a young teacher of mathematics at Princeton
University. when he was selected as the first president. From that time
to this it has been one of the great undergraduate training grounds in math
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and science. The most important change at the contemporary Rice Univer-
sity has been the growth of the liberal arts and fine arts in the educational
emphasis of the school. Thus it has become a comprehensive training
ground in many fields, as befits a multi-faceted intellectual resource seeking
national prominence.
Allen Richman
Stephen F. Austin State University
The Native of Texas, A Feast of Native Beauty, by Howard Peacock,
Editor, from Texas Highways Magazine (Texas A&M University
Press, College Station, TX 77843) 1990. Color Photographs. Index.
P. 124.
East Texas fares well in this extravaganza of pictures and words from
issues of Texas Highways magazine. Caddo Lake, Big Thicket, Aransas
National Wildlife Refuge, and Armand Bayou Park comprise sections
within the first half of the colorful volume devoted to a variety of en-
vironments in Texas. Part two concentrates on creatures and plants en-
countered within the landscapes: seagulls, egrets, butterflies, orchids, wild
flowers, and native forests.
Equally as stunning as the full-color photographs of arresting clarity
and depth is the prose of word artists. Tracy Owens Torma writes of Cad-
do Lake that '~you can hear the quiet and feel the stillness in the air."
Howard Peacock calls the Big Thicket a "mystical microcosm" while Bar-
bara Hinton enjoys Armand Bayou for "its endless breezes, its timeless
wilderness." For lack Lowry, fall color in East Texas forests is "more
than a rich visual tapestry;" for Peacock the forests are the "lungs of
the planet."
In editing the pictorial nature anthology, Peacock wisely focuses on
"elemental nature, not humanized activity." Echoing throughout the
volume is a theme of reverence for the Jand, its fragile inhabitants, and
its botanical wonders.
The result is a volume that attracts the eye first through fine
photography and then sustains attention through a score of a perceptive
writers. Familiar landscapes attain new levels of interest by the removal
of human activity and emphasis on an unsullied Texas. Unfortunately,
the editing process did not cite issues of Texas Highways containing the
articles in their original. peopled form.
Peacock's commitment to a natural Texas is underscored by a
biographical note indicating he resides in a modified dogtrot farmhouse
under a beech tree in Woadville.
Fred Tarpley
East Texas State University
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The Southern Baptists, A Subculture in Transjtion~ by Ellen M. Rosenberg
(University of Tennessee Press, 293 Communications Building, Knox-
ville, TN 37996) 1989. Photographs. References. Index. P. 240.
Ellen Rosenberg has written a remarkable ethnography of Southern
Baptists. Her work shows intense research to discover the people who make
up the Southern Baptist Convention. Her book is a valuable study which
clearly delineates the contradictions of this beleaguered denomination.
Beginning with the observation that "the Southern Baptist Conven-
tion is cracking apart in reaction to the changes in the southern caste
system" she notes the paradoxical success of a people bent on destruction.
Texans in particular will recognize the validity of her description of
the Texas Connection. Generally, students of the denomination refer to
four regional groupings within the convention. The South Atlantic, the
Deep South, and Kentucky/Tennessee form three of those groupings. The
fourth, the Southwest, is heavily influenced by Texas. One-sixth of Con-
vention funds comes from Texas and one-third of new Southern Baptist
churches are begun in Texas.
Rosenberg gives us chapters on Southern Baptists as the "Hyper·
Americans"; a social history of the denomination; the polity and
denominational structure of the convention; the typical congregations; the
theological, social and aesthetic dimensions; and the new religious political
right's influence on the convention.
Frankly, much of the book was unpleasant and uncomfortable for
me. For the most part that reflects the accuracy and depth of understan-
ding Ms. Rosenberg exhibited in her subject. With thirty-five years ex-
perience as a student in Southern Baptist schools, pastor of churches,
bureaucrat in state and national convention agencies, I have been every
place she looked through her magnifying glass. At a few points I could
say she has erred, but that would be nit-picking.
The volume is a must read for anyone concerned about Southern
Culture, the current relationship of politics and religion in our nation,
or the fragmenting of the Southern Baptist Convention.
Jerry Self
Nashville, Tennessee
Oleander Odyssey. The Kempners of Galveston, Texas. 1854-1980s, by
Harold M. Hyman (Texas A&M University Press, Drawer C, Col-
lege Station, TX 77843) 1990. Photographs. Bibliography. Index. P.
486. $45.00 Hardcover.
Employing the voluminous Rosenberg Library archives and a
multitude of other sources, Harold Hyman of Rice University has authored
an exhaustive business history of the Jewish Kempner family of Galveston.
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In the process he has illuminated the social, political, and religious life
of the Island City.
Beginning in 1854, when Russian Polish emigrant Harris Kempner t
in his middle teens, disembarked at Ellis Island, Hyman follows Harris'
career from a thrifty hod carrier in New York City to a pre-Civil War
peddler in Cold Springs, now San Jacinto County, Texas, where he
established himself as an honest trader and won the respect of the rural
folk among whom he labored. After valiantly serving with W.H. Parsons's
12th Texas Cavalry Regiment in the Confederacy and being wounded,
Kempner became more successful and prosperous in post-CiVil War Cold
Springs when most others suffered economic deprivation. Settling in
Galveston in 1871, he rebuilt his fortune and remained there until his
premature death in 1894.
Kempner's oldest son, Isaac Herbert ("Ikelt) Kempner, barely twenty-
one, became the patriarch of the Kempner fortunes and remained so un-
til his death at age ninety-four in 1967, when Harris Kempner, his son,
succeeded his father until his own demise in 1987, when his namesake,
Harris Leon Jr., took the reins. Therefore, close family ties kept the em-
pire intact and brought it to its present status as one of the leading firms
in Galveston and Texas. The civic pride and contributions of the Kemp-
ners is impressive.
The Kempners' main interests were in Galveston cotton and sugar
at Sugar Land, which they extensively developed into a model community.
Parlaying their initial investments into banking, insurance. and other
businesses, they weathered the Depression of the 1930s with hardly a ripple.
Inclusion of dates on all sources was needed. However, Hyman has
produced a quite readable and enlightening work of the Galveston Kemp-
ners. which alongside other studies of the Moody and Sealy families, helps
to form a more complete mosaic of the city's business history.
Ron Ellison
Beaumont. Texas
The Edge of the West and Other Texas Stories, by Bryan Wooley (Texas
Western Press, University of Texas, El Paso. TX 79968-0633) 1990.
$15.00 Paper.
Bryan Wooley's stories about Texas combine the perfect ingredients
to please any connoisseur of Texana. This collection of twenty-fouf stones,
originally written for the Dallas Times Herald, illuminates those state
treasures that make us so proud and the rest of the world so envious. Who
else but a Texan would know how to put together the winning combina-
tion for a beer joint? In "Burgers, Beer. and Patsy Cline," Wooley not
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only lists the components, but tells us where to go in Dallas to find that
little gem. What state can claim a county so big and so empty that no
presidential candidate has ever campaigned within its borders? In "Miles
Between Handshakes" we become acquainted with Loving County's in-
habitants: roadrunners, sage, mesquite, and ninty some people.
One does not discuss Texas without mentioning money, oil, and foot-
ball, and the stories covering these take us from the past to the present.
"The Edge of the West" is an attempt to explain the two wealthy cities
of Ft. Worth and Dallas as it enlightens us to the differences between
"Cowtown" and "Culture City." In "The Fall of the House of Mur-
chison," Clint Murchison, Jr. lives up to the kind of oil boom wheeler-
dealer that legends are made of. Doak Walker of S.'M.U., the Dallas
Cowboys, Tex Schramm ... all become real folks to us by means of
Woolley's seemingly effortless style. All of the stories, including those
describing our state's hauntingly beautiful geologic formations, give Texas
readers a sense of home and foreigners the Texas experience.
Elizabeth Tierce
Nacogdoches, Texas
Have Gun Need BulletsJ by Ruby C. Tolliver (Texas Christian University
Press, P.O. Box 20776, Fort Worth, TX 76129) 1991. Children's
Book. Illustrations. P. 128. $10.95 Paper. $15.95 Hardcover.
In this story of 19305 East Texas, a young boy declares revenge against
the unknown killer of his beloved school principal. Finding the rusty frame
of an old six-shooter, Will Crete goes to work restoring it and vows to
shoot the murderer of his friend. The Depression in rural San Augustine
County hampers WiWs efforts to earn money for his project, leading him
to discover the value of friendship.
While the premise centers on Will's desire to take justice into his own
hands, the action focuses on the drudgery of Will's chores and the near
impossibility of earning a penny, a nickel, or a dime. Will shows patient
tenacity with small rewards as he scrapes together enough money to restore
his gun and buy bullets; however, it is doubtful that today's young reader,
with his buying power and mall mentality, wil1 identify with this virtue.
The concept of lawlessness in San Augustine County is loosely defined
in favor of a detailed description of Will's relationships with his guardian
Miss Effie, Indian Joe, and the bullies Jeff and Bo, all of whom are
stereotype characters in a slow-moving plot. The title of the book hints
of a Texas-Style mystery of the past, disappointing readers who find in-
stead a young boy who discovers frugality can lead to friendship.
Elizabeth Tierce
Nacogdoches, Texas
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Texas in the 21st Century, Building A Future For the Children of Texas,
by Catherine Williams and James Verunga, Editors (Texas Commit-
tee for the Humanities. Banister Place A, 3809 S. Second St., Austin,
TX 78704-7058) 1990. Photographs. Charts. Questions. P. 572. $22.95
for 5 volume set in Paperback in Hardcover.
The Texas Committee for the Humanities has been sponsoring a multi-
faceted effort to help Texas recover from its recent economic and spiritual
malaise and prepare its people for the challenges and opportunities of the
twenty-first century. A major facet of this effort has been the prepara-
tion and publication of this five-volume boxed set with the key subtitle,
Building a Future for the Children of Texas.
Based on the preliminary work of special study groups, each volume
has a different focus. but all find Texas inadequately prepared for the
new century. A major theme of the entire work is the need to recapture
a sense of community, one that is inclusive of all of Texas' diverse elements.
Another overarching theme is the need to humanize Texas society through
the perceptions and resources of the humanities, including history. Each
volume is illustrated richly with photographs of Texas· number one
resource, its children.
Volume I, Building Community in Texas, written by Catherine
Williams, is introductory to the other volumes. Besides emphasizing the
search for community. Williams stresses the need to come up with a new
set of myths to replace the Alamo-Cowboy variety that are inadequate
and downright harmful for the complex, multi-ethnic. mainly urban society
Texas has become.
Volume II, Texas History and the Move into the Twenty-First Cen-
tury, authored by Texas A&M University scholars Robert Calvert and
Walter Buenger, is of special interest to historians. The authors argue that
the currently disseminated history of Texas needs considerable revamp-
ing to reflect a more inclusive view of Texas society. They zealously pro-
mote the' 'New Social History" as the proper approach for Texas history
in the new century. Their volume includes a fine historiography and
bibliography of recent Texas social history.
Faculty and students of Baylor University spearheaded the study for
Volume III, The Humanities and Public Issues, written engagingly by Glen
Lich. The study identifies major issues facing Texas and sees them as op-
portunities as much as problems, opportunities for Texas to mature and
brighten as a society.
The fourth volume, Global Connections, written by Gordon Bennett
and prepared by a study group at the University of Texas. Austin, is heavy
with the jargon and methodology of the social sciences, but it alerts Tex-
ans to the emerging poverty-environmental crisis in which the teeming
populations of the Third World will insist on exploiting resources which
the environmentally conscious Developed World will want to conserve.
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The set concludes with the longest and most passionate volume,
Education for the Twenty-first Century. James Veninga, TCH executive
director, authored this hard-hitting volume and prefaced the analyses and
recommendations of the study groups with an excellent review of recent
reforms in Texas education, which began with the recommendations of
none other than Governor William P. Clements in 1979. After identify-
ing "pressing concerns" in Texas education, the volume offers many
specific proposals and goals.
These volumes should be widely disseminated and taken to heart -
and head - as Texans prepare for the next century.
Edward Hake Phillips
Sherman, Texas
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THE orrIS LOCK ENDOWMENT
OF THE
EAST TEXAS HISTORICAL ASSOCIATION
is proud to announce the winners of the
1991 AWARDS PROGRAM
East Texas History Scholarship
Debra J. Dillard, Bryan, Blinn College
Joe Hemphill, Hawkins, Jarvis Christian College
Teaching Award, University Level
Sylvia Hunt, Longview, East Texas Baptist University
Teaching Award, Two-Year & Junior College Level
David V. Stroud. Overton, Kilgore College
Teaching Award, Secondary Level
Jackie McHargue, Duncanville, Duncanville High School
Lock Research Grant
Suzanne L. Summers, Spring
Research on the role of merchants in the economic
development of the Houston/Galveston region.
Winner, Lock Publishing Award
"Oleander Odyssey:
The Kempners of Galveston, Texas, 1854-1980s"
Harold M. Hyman, Author
Texas A&M University Press, College Station
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NEW IN TEXAS HISTORY
The Texas Heritage, Second Edition
Edited by Ben Procter. T~xas Chnsuan Umverslfy
and
Archie P, McDonald. Stlphm F. Austin Srare Umv~r5iry
Available It! fJl.premba 1991
The second ediaon of the well-known T<>caS lIen",w reElects an extenSiVe survey of topics most
often covered m T ,xas hist01Y cours,s at the undergtaduate and secondary levels. All chapters
have bem rewritten to incorporate recent scholarship. New chapters mclude Statehood, Reform,
Progress;Y1Sm, Texas from the Great Depression through WW II, and modern Texas.
Professors Procter and McDonald have wJicten WO chapters aplece and have selected well·
J«pected and exponenced prof<5sors of Texas hIstory as fellow contributors. A fine complement
to any standard text, and, in 'pecLalized COUtses, itself. core text, the Second Edition 01 TAl T<XCI'
Hentdgc, IS also an accessible and informative account to be enjoyed by aU Texans who wish to
learn more .bout their state's rich legacy.
CLlltmus. .;,p!J1n .. (,uk..rd.,' LtfJ1'~J I" Tb::H, F~lix 0 Almaraz, Jr.. Anglc·A"Plt.'Utrrf AITIlJ/i'I" T~XdS. ArchIe P McDonald; TtJ:45
JNJ:f'NkHU, Au:hie- r. McDonald: 11I.t Rq':.bJr(" "I rtxIJS, Sr.an.ley SJtgd; <;l:1u.lrood. 1~;. f&~ ~tJchad L Collins. CJ1411b't iJnd
C6rlWtlJJ/V ~H It.:£lJ.~ f)rmrl& tit, LlVrT ~'..r..lP:d R"onwLliJum, A.h....yn Bart; RtfJr1t1 1~"7-i-'.:r.)j. Irvin M Ni.'ly. Jr., Progrr~m'I~m m
Ta::as, Korman 0_ Brown. lo:A~ fronz DtprlS5!OH l~m~gJrWorldW.:IIrll Ben Proctl:-r; MoJun Ttx~s' '~F'olmcoo'Sw1l sma JQi45,
Kenneth.E. Hendrickson. Jr.j nc Tl;~nc Exp!nlHlt., Rndoli::l RochA; Th~ c,~'.J Rlg"l~ M"V~mllll lJt Tr.xils, Robert A Cah,·cl'tj
lK-'O,'lt1l /If Tw~, Cary D. Wmrz; The TtxllS HAngt~· AI'!' O.I(NIl'"\lI, Bltn Procll::r, Tnt Cowbolt' !;nd !ht eelm'e bttiusI'')'. Joe B
Frantz; 1~ OzJ ill1lJ G.IS JndIl5' ..'Y I.': T"liIs, George N Grt::en. ::.pen\ IN Te.v.as. lam~~ W. f'ohl
, 'II I I
I I \ \ ~
The History of Texas
Robert A. Calvert, TtXas A&M Unrvasitv
and
Arnoldo De Le6n, Angelo Start Unrvusitv
Availablt in hardback and papa.
Harlan Davidson, Inc.
3110 North Arlington Heights Road
Arlington Heights, I1Iinois 60004-[592
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Angelina & Neches River Railroad Co., Lufkin
Bob Bowman Associates, Lufkin
Commercial National Bank, Nacogdoches
Denton Public Library, Denton
East Texas Oil Museum, Kilgore
Farmers Branch Historical Park, Farmers Branch
First Bank and Trust, Lufkin
Fredonia State Bank, Nacogdoches
Harrison County Historical Society, Marshall
Kilgore Chamber of Commerce
Lamar University, Beaumont
The Long Trusts, Kilgore
M.S. Wright Foundation, Nacogdoches
North Harris College, Houston
Panola College, Carthage
Sam Houston State University, Huntsville
San Jacinto College North, Houston
San Jacinto Museum of History, Deer Park
Temple-Inland Forest Products Corporation, Diboll
Texas Forestry Museum, Lufkin
Trinity Valley Community College, Athens
Tyler Junior College, Tyler
The University of Texas at Tyler
and sponsored by
Stephen F. Austin State University
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